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Summary

~

This thesis is divided into two parts. Part one concemed with the practical contribution to Metal Products
LTD. The actual thesis, which contains a more abstract analysis of the same company, can be found in part
two of this report. Both parts will be summarized.
Metal Products LTD, located in Dar es Salaam Tanzania, produces mainly simple cooking pans called
sufurias. Increased competition bas forced this company to reduce costs and deliver better quality at the
same time. The major assignment was aimed at reducing the production costs and especially the material
costs because these costs amount 78.5 percent of the total costs. Therefore, investigations have been carried
/
out how to reduce the material costs of sufurias. The investigations have resulted into a proposal for
redesigned sets of sufurias which have equal capacity but consume less material. When these proposals are
implemented successfully, Metal Products will be able to increase its profits considerably.
The main goal of the thesis is to gain insight in the usefulness and applicability of the Technology Content
Assessment methodology when applied on a company located in Tanzania. This methodology analyJs a

I

company from a technological point of view and therefore should give new insights in the strengtbs and
weaknesses of the company that can be used by policy makers and decision makers. The main characteristic
of this methodology is that the 'technology' of a company is divided into four components namely:
Technoware, Humanware, Infoware and Orgaware.
The research unit for this case is Metal Products LTD and the methodology bas been applied on this
company. The main conclusions that can be drawn are:
The methodology does not reveal all relevant capabilities conceming technology that exist within the
company;
The four components of technology: Technoware, Humanware, Infoware and Orgaware can serve as an
analytica! tooi for evaluating different companies from a technological point of view;
Because of the free space for interpreting the

m~odology,

the results of the methodology are likely to

differ from one researcher to another;
The methodology itself is quite sophisticated/To apply the methodology this way requires a considerable
cooperation from the investigated company.
Regardless of the fact that the methodology contains so many shortcomings and difficulties it is
recommended to further improve and adpt:pt it to the local situation. The reason for this is that it is a step in
I
the right direction of opening the blaclç'box called technology.
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1 Introduetion

This part of the report is about a Tanzanian company called Metal Products LTD. The company produces
mainly simple cooking pans called sufurias that are of great importance to many households. The company is
experiencing quite some difficulties in order to survive. In this report some of these problems are described
and solutions are presented that were given to the company. This practical contribution is part of the of the
Master's assignment of which the fieldwork was carried out in the same period.
Less than 10 percent of the Tanzanian GDP comes from manufacturing, see figure 1.1. Most important is
still agriculture, like in many developing countries. One can characterize the Tanzanian industry with the
following aspects:
Low capacity utilization which is mainly due to the following factors 1: poor availability of spare parts,
old nature of machinery, poor availability of imported raw materials, foreign currency related polides
and importation policies;
Strong links of industry with agriculture2 : industry is mainly concerned with the processing of
agricultural products, like fermenting and drying of coffee and tea and brewing beer. On the other hand
industry is aimed at supporting the agricultural sector with fertilizer and tools.

Figure 1.1: Projection of the contribution of jive important sectors to the GDP of Tanzanid in 1994.
This report is part of a thesis and bas the intention to satisfy two main goals. The first goal, which is to the
direct benefit of Metal Products LTD, is stated below.

M.A.M. Victor, 'Factors affecting capacity utilization in Tanzanian industries', in: B.A. Majaja (ed.), Uhandisi
Joumal, Faculty of Engineering University of Dar es Salaam, 1991, p. 97-113.
2

N. Kussendrager, Tanzania, Amsterdam, 1991, Landenreeks.

3

Rolling plan and forward budget for Tanzania, 1993/94 - 1995/96, Publication of Planning Commission and
Ministry of Finance, Dar es Salaam.

1
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To give a practical contribution to the solution of existing technica/ problems of Metal
Products LTD.

The description of this first goal is a very general one. During the stay of six months at Metal Products LTD
this goal became more specified as technica! problems arose. Chapter 3 describes the goals of the three most
important assignments that were executed to deal with some of those problems.
The second goal this report bas to satisfy is to serve as an input for the Master's thesis. The thesis itself
deals with the applicability and the usefulness of the Technology Content Assessment metbod and is described
in part two of this report. This second goal is stated below.

To gain insight in the strengths and weaknesses related to technology of Metal Products
LTD through practical working experience
--,\
\

'

The Technology Content Assessment metbod claims to show the Mrengths and weaknesses of a company by
means of a certain way of analysing the company. One of the reseàrch questions is if this analysis gives
useful results. Therefore these results are compared with the insightin strengtbs and weaknesses gained
through practical experience. So this insight is used to strengthen the judgement on the usefulness of the
Technology Content Assessment method.
A description of Metal Products LTD is given in chapter 2. Some aspects explained are market, products
and technology of Metal Products LTD. Chapter 3 deals with three main assignments that were executed
during the period February to July 1994. The first assignment is about improving the existing product range.
Rising competition bas led to a sharp decline in market share and therefore it bas become inevitable for
Metal Products LTD to look for areas for improvement. The second assignment is about the design of a
fastening clip for frying pans. Because of bad purebase policy a new clip had to be developed in order to
assembie the costly lot of frying pans. Controlling the repair of a washing line is the subject of the last
assignment. The washing line hadnotbeen used for several years and was in a very bad state. These
assignments were all of great importance to the company. Final conclusions about the reaching of the two
goals are put in chapter 4. Lastly some practical recommendations for Metal Products LTD are given in
chapter 5.
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2 Description of Metal Products LTD

2.1

Bistorical background

Metal Products LTD (to be called MPL onwards) started some 30 years ago as a parastatal. Being the only
producer in Tanzania of all kinds of kitchen utensils, it could sell all output easily. After the liberalization of
the mid-eighties, MPL became part of the international operating concern called the "Changaria Group".
From that moment onwards it had to give up her monopoly and change to a commercial company in a
competitive environment.
Till 1989 the factory employed about 200 people. However, the adaptation to the new situation had not gone
by unnoticed. Attempts were made to innovate, which led to the purebase of some new machines. One
machine that was bought was an injection die caster but because of some unknown reasoos this machine was
never used. Furthermore, the product range decreased and little effort was put in the development of new
products. The organization did notmanage to keep her advantageous position and the market share dropped.
Eventually this led to the dismissalof more than 100 people in 1989. At this moment (1994) the factory
employs only 60 people.

2.2

Market and product range

The product catalogue of MPL shows not less then twenty-one different products (see Appendix 1), all
cooking utensils with different sizes for most types of products. Theseproductscan be divided in different
quality classes for different target groups, see table 2.1. Today however, the high quality cooking utensils
(King Lion Products) are no longer being produced. Main reason for this is that MPL cannot be competitive
because of inefficiencies in the production process and the low quality of products compared to foreign
products. Also the lossof know-how after the dismissal in 1989 left some gaps that still cannot be covered.
During the months Marchand April '94 only 5 different types of products have been produced. Figure 2.1
shows a PQ-analysis with data of this particular period. It shows that 95 percent of the output weight
consisted of sufurias. This product is also the least complicated one. More complicated is the manufacturing
of frying-pans, stew-pans, ketties and mugcups.
During the mid eighties MPL was able to export a relatively high quality pan to Europe. But when the
Indian manager who was responsible for the manufacturing of this product left the company the export
stopped. Apparently the remaining organization could notcontinue this process. The present-day market lies
within Tanzania and is divided into four regions; the coastal region (Dar es Salaam, Tanga, Morogoro,
Mtwala), the northern region (Arusha, Mwanza), the southern region ( Mbea, Songea, Iringa) and the
central region (Dodoma, Shinjanga, Taborra, Kigoma), with the northern region being the major customer.
Since the change from a parastatal with a monopoly on selling kitchenware to an enterprise acting in a
competitive environment the market share bas decreased to an estimated 50 percent of the whole market.
The fact that MPL is still very well known contributes to the success they still have. The product on which
the company now relies most is the one with the lowest complexity for production. Competitors have taken
their share on the market using the samebut also different technologies. The times that customers were
waiting at the gate to buy the products are long gone.
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Table 2.1: Description of three target groups that are important for Metal Products LTD
Target group

Product description

Numbers4

Ordinary, low income households, living

Kitchen utensils for cooking and storing

No. 1 to 11

in the city but also in the rural areas.

food and water made out of thin
aluminium circles with no or little
finishing.

Households, especially living in the city
with a higher income, that can afford
better quality products.

Cooking pans made out of thicker

Same target group as above but the stress
is put on growing families that want the
best quality available.

2.3

No. 12 to 15

material and with a smooth and polished
surface. The bakelite handles are
imported. These products are sold under
the name 'Trimline Products'.
Cooking pans comparable to the Trimline
Products but made out of thicker
material. Furthermore they have a better
design and finishing. They are soldunder
the name 'King Lion Products'.

No. 16 to 21

Production and technology

The Sankey-diagram in figure 2.2 shows all workplaces and the amount of material that passes through these
places. Appendix 11 gives a description of these workplaces and contains a layout of the factory. The core of
the factory consistsof the presses that form the aluminium circles. These circles, varying from 6 inch to 36
inch, are the most important input materials for the production process. The presses are there since the
erection of the factory. Other machines used in the factory, like trimming and spinning lathes, date from the
same period. Assembly neerled for all kettles, frying and stew pans is done manually together with some
human powered tools like hole punching and riveting machines. Washing and packing is at this moment done
manually. This is a Iabour consuming process and therefore only few products are being washed and packed.
To be able to continue to operate all machinery there is a mechanica! and an electrical maintenance
department. These services possess their own simple equipment and facilities. The tooi- and die-making
room is responsible for the manufacturing of new dies and tools as they get wornoutin time. The tooi and
die makers are further involved in product improvements and innovations.

4

See Appendix 1.
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PQ-analysis
Measured during Marchand April1994
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Figure 2.1: Product-Quantity (PQ) graph of the production of Metal Products LTD during March and April
1994.

2.4

Organization and labourers

A striking feature of many industrial companies in Tanzania is that most management seats are occupied by
Indians, as is also the case at MPL. When an Indian manager leaves MPL aftera few years of service,
another Indian will take his place. All workers and supervisors are Tanzanian. The organization diagram in
figure 2.3 gives the different functions and departments. The figure between brackets gives the number of
employees occupying that particular job.
The Works Manager is responsible for the management of the production. At this moment heisalso
responsible for improvements and innovations in the factory because there is not a special department for
that. The supervisors are the intermedianes between managementand labourers. English is the medium
through which formal communication takes places but most workers don't speak this language. The tool and
die makers are relatively highly educated. Till1989 there used to be 20ofthem while there are now only
four left. The maintenance personnel can be divided into meehamcal and electrical maintenance personnel.
They all have a low technical education in their respective profession. All other workers have no or very
little education. Some of them, for instanee the die setters and press operators, are trained for their job.
The environment in which the workers have to operate is bad compared to Western standards but quite
acceptable for Tanzanian standards. However, accidentsoften happen because of neglectance of safety
measures.

5

Input: aluminium circles

Legend
Maln flow of aluminium circles

- - - Very small flow of sheet material
-

·-

· - Very small flow of scrap material

Output: Sufurias, ketties etc.

Figure 2.2: The Sankey-diagram shows all different operations within MPL, the thickness of the flow gives an
indication of the amount of material that passes these stations.

2.5

Future outlook

When one compares the characteristics of MPL to those of 5 to 10 years ago then the following can be
concluded:
number of employees has more than halved;
market share in sufurias has halved;
market share in high quality cooking utensils has been lost;
technology has not been improved, stagnation means decline.
Apparently MPL was not capable in maintaining its position in the new economie environment. When
extrapolating these trends into the future it becomes obvious that some major changes are inevitable. The
new Works Manager has realised this and has put forward the following aims for the future:

6

increase in production output;
producing better quality products at lower costs.
The latter is the base for the first assignment described in this report.

General Manager

I Administration

I··········· ···········

-I Sales department

~

IPersonnel ~ · · - · · · · · · · ·

- . - - - - - - - - - - - -I Maintenance personnel (7)

IDie setters (2) ~ · · · · · · · · · ·

~

-I

- · · · · · · · · · Storehouse (2) ~

Figure 2.3: Organization diagram of Metal Products LTD, the number of employees for each departmentor
operation is mentioned between the brackets.
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3 Execution of practical assignments

3.1

lmproving existing product range

3.1.1

Introduetion

As a result of intensified competition, the share of MPL in the market of cooking utensils has decreased.
Small companies using the same or even less sophisticated technology put the same type of products on the
market for lower prices. Investigation of some of these products shows that less material is used while it is
pretended that the product is similar to the products of MPL. Because of this MPL has to sell its products
with a very small profit.
During the last five years, little or no attempts to improve the products or production processes have been
made. Instead of this, some products are no longer produced and the use of the available capacity is low.
Some relatively new and more actvaneed machinery is even left unused and knowledge how to operate it is
lost.
The reasoos mentioned above were reason enough for the new Works Managertostart investigating ways of
improvement. Three goals were identified:
Reduction of material costs, starting with sufurias;
Standardization of sufurias to create sets with fixed increases in volume and height;
Development of new sets of sufurias.
These three goals will be further explained below.

Rednetion of material costs:
The costof the aluminium circles that are used for the sufurias products amounts to 78,5 percent of the
production costs. Purthermare it is estimated that scrap amounts 5 to 8 percent on average for all products.
Information from a sister company in Kenya said it should be possible to reduce scrap to around 3 percent.
A reduction of material costs could yield a major saving and increase profits.

Standardization of sufurias:
When Metal Products started selling sufurias they were put on the market with narnes like '10 inch sufuria'
and '24 inch sufuria' referring to the circle size of the input material. These narnes are very well known to
almost all Tanzanians and most competitors started using the samenarnes fortheir products. However, as
the investigations show, some of them use smaller circles which makes their products cheaper. The introduetion of a different standard could solve this problem. The fixed volumes should prevent competitors of
putting products of the same name on the market while using less material. The fixed increases in height
should further add to the unequivocal sizes of the sufurias.

Development of new sets:
Sufurias are put on the market in sets, for instanee "1 0-19 inch set". One of the reasoos to do so was for the
convenience of storage and transport. However, a set like this does notconsist of the most appropriate sizes
for household use. A household might only need five different sizes instead of ten. Therefore, it was
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suggested to develop new sets of sufurias that satisfy better the needs of householcts in Tanzania.
To pursue the above mentioned goals some conditions had to be reckoned with as well: a) the costof die
making and b) a smooth change-over from present products to the newly designed products from a customer
point of view. A small calculation assuming a material reduction of 5 percent showed that the investment in
new dies was retumed within a few months. With respect to the smooth change-over is was necessary that
the new sufurias could as well fit in the existing sets, at least for a eertaio period.

3.1.2
To
1.
2.
3.

Approach

reach the described goals the following steps, that were determined by the Works Manager, were taken:
Collect all product specifications like circle size, product dimensions, input weight and output weight;
Analysis of data and indication of areas for impravement of sufuria design;
Make proposals for change and present them to the management.

The last step, that could not be executed due to time constraints, was:
4. Testing whether the new (theoretica!) designs are feasible technologically, the optimized designs demand
more of the machinery (presses). If not, the sizes of the circles will beoome biggerand material costs
will rise.
The first step already gave problems because hardly any data on product specifications were available.
Therefore is was decided to measure the dimensions and weights of at least three samples of all types of
products. The average was taken as a base for further analysis.
The second step was confined to the impravement of the sufurias. Use was made of the available literature
and knowledge on press and sheet roetal technology. Appendix IV describes the steps that were taken to
come to new sufuria designs that satisfied all described goals and conditions. Because of the amount of
calculations to be made an available personal computer was used.
The last step was to get approval for the proposals from the higher management because of the implications
for the whole company. The contacts with the higher management were conducted by the Works Manager.

3.1.3

Results

For the three steps as described in the approach the results are presented below.

Product specifications:
A list is produced containing specifications of input material, all important dimensions and weight of all
currently manufactured products. This list, that was presented to MPL, was, however, not yet complete due
to lack of samples. For the most important product, the sufuria, the list is complete. Besides the fact that the
list is used for the analysis to come to new designs of new sufurias, the data can be used for further
operations management. The part of the list with sufuria specifications is shown in Appendix lil.
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New sufuria designs:
A list is produced with all specification of the new sufurias. The capacity of the sufuria is standardized to a
whole number that is close to the existing capacities. Therefore, the sufurias can still be put on the market
keeping the old names. The new sufurias have a capacity starting with 1 litre and ending with 50 litre.
Furtherrnore, the heights of the sufurias are rounded off in such a way that can make adjusting the punch to
the right stroke easier. The needed blank size is optimized and the scrap percentage is lower than the
existing sufurias. Insome cases smallerblankscan be used when compared to the old type. This means a
reduction in material costs. All dimensions are shown in Appendix V.

Development of new sets:
A proposal for several new sets of sufurias is produced and presented to the management. This proposal bas
been approved afterwards by the management. The sets have new names: 'Economy set' and 'Superior set'.
The sufurias have the dimensions of the new sufuria designs but sheet thickness is variabie dependent for
which target group the set is meant. The 'Economy set', that is developed for the low income households,
consistsof small size sufurias with a small sheet thickness (0.5 mm). Therefore, the price can be low. The
'Superior set' consistsof biggerand better quality sufurias (sheet thickness is 1.2 mm) and is meant for
those householcts that can afford to spend more money on sufurias. The proposed sets are shown in
Appendix Vl.
Furtherrnore, the first steps have been takentotest one of the new designs. Results from this stage are not
known due to the limited stay of six months.

3.1.4

Condusion

With the new sets it is assumed that they better suit the demands of the customers. The sufurias will be sold
in different qualities for different target groups. The sufurias are optimized for material input and a
substantial saving in material costs is expected (2 to 3 percent). Furtherrnore, a new standard is set so that it
becomes more difficult for competitors to put products on the market for which they pretend they are equal.
However, first the tests have to prove that the new designs are feasible from a technological point of view.
The most important thing is that a trend is set for improving products and processes.

3.2

Designing a fastening clip for frying-pans

3.2.1

Introduetion

The need for an fastening clip was a problem that arose quite suddenly. The cause of the problem was the
fact that certain components like handles and screws that were purchased did not match. The reason for this
was not quite clear, it could have been a mistake but it is also possible that the right components could not
be purchased as is often the case indeveloping countries. An attempt was already made by the tooi and die
makers to design a clip that could match the handles with the available screws and nuts. After finishing the
tools to produce them in big quantities the assembling of the pans started. The frying-pans could not be
assembied and the lot could not be sold.
The goal of this assignment was to design a new fastening clip for frying-pans and the tools to produce them
within a limited period of time.
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3.2.2

Approach

The following steps were undertaken to come to a practical solution:
1. Investigating the product to find the conditions that determine the design of the clip. In this phase an
employee of the tooi and die making department was involved.
2. Gathering alternatives by means of brain-storming and making sketches.
3. From one alternative that seemed to satisfy the conditions a prototype was made.
4. Testing the prototype. After testing the design was improved and a new prototype was made.
5. Getting approval of the Works Manager.
6. Designing the tools for the clip production. In this phase some more tooi and die makers were involved.
7. Testing of tools and improving them. In this phase some press operators and production supervisors
were involved.
8. Production of clips.

3.2.3

Results

The steps 1 to 5 took one day, which was quite satisfactory. The steps 6 to 8 took almost two weeks. With a
delay of around three weeks the frying-pans could be sold.
First of all, the technology used to produce the clip had to be sheetmetal technology. Another way to
produce an appropriate fastening component could be casting but MPL has not mastered this technology very
well. Furthermore, there were only technical (functional) conditions the clip had to meet. These conditions
were:
very smal! available space for the clip;
Iocation and orientation of nut is critical in order to be able to attach the handle;
possibility of rivetting the clip to the aluminium body;
strong enough to attach a handle for a certain period;
the ease to produce the needed tools (mainly dies and punches).

0
Figure 3.1: Side and top view of the designed clip
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Most alternatives failed one or more of these conditions. One design turned out to be the best. This design is
shown in figure 3.1. The clip is attached to the pan with three rivets. A special nut is then placed over the
fourth hole that is a bit bigger. Because of the position and the orientation of the nut, the screw can easily
reach it, see figure 3.2. The whole just fits into the smal! available space.
The equipment needed was designed and produced by the tooi and die makers. The following tools were
designed and constructed:
blanking die with integrated hole punching for 2 holes (3 mm), see Appendix VII;
die for hole punching (3 mm and 5 mm hole);
bending die for first bending;
bending die for second bending;
die for hole punching (3 holes) in aluminium body.
After installation the clips were produced and the assembling of the frying-pans started.

Nut

Handle
J

Bush
Clip

Screw

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the assembly of the clip and the other components

3.2.4

Condusion

The final result was a fastening clip that could solve the problem that had occurred. However, the existing
way how to come to practical solutions is quite unsatisfactory. In the first place the organization is primarily
focused on production. Improving products just gets little attention. Besides this the people who have to
solve technica! problems (maintenance persounel and tool and die makers) don't work in a structured way as
people are taught in the western companies. Por the first attempt the tools to produce the clip had already
been constructed before being sure the clip would fit. Probably time pressure played an important role as
well. Creativity to find useful solutions seemed to be lacking too. After the failure of the first design, new
ideas did not come up. But, on the other hand, there was enough technica! knowledge how to construct the
tools needed.
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3.3

Controlling the repair of tbe washing line

3.3.1

Introduetion

Metal Products LTD is equipped with a washing line that hasn't been used for several years. The machine
consists of a conveyer (1.2 meters width and 20 meters long) and several rooms in which the products are
cleanedor rinsed. The cleaning is done with water and detergent under pressure. Next the products are
rinsed with water and dried in an oven. The machine is in a very bad shape and can't be used without a
profound repair.
The wishof MPL to produce better quality productslinks up perfectly with the repair of the washing line.
At this moment most products are not cleaned. Only few products, like kettles, are cleaned manually with
some water and soap. So most products that are sold are still greasy and dirty.
The assignment was to control the repair of the washing line. However, due to time constraints only limited
effort could be put into this assignment. This effort consisted of directions and advice given to the
maintenance personnel.

3.3.2

Approach

lt seemed that some of the components of the washing line were of greater importance than others because

of there technica! complexity. Por instance, the pumps are of great importance because they might need all
kinds of components that have to be purchased. Therefore, the following directives were given to the
maintenance personnel:
To list allcomponentsof the washing line that might need maintenance and prioritize them;
To start repairing/maintaining the components with the highest priority in order to be able to manage the
maintenance better.

3.3.3

Results

The approach of the maintenance personnel differed a bit from the proposed directives. Two reasons for this
could be identified:
The language harrier is quite big, the maintenance personnel have only a low technica! education;
It was not clear for the maintenance personnel whowas in charge. The Works Manager had not
announced this clearly and therefore the maintenance personnel choose to communicate to the Works
Manager in case of problems.
Some other observations are:
While repairing, little effort was put into storing parts and components.
The personnel only had few tools to theirs disposal. Because of this sometimes unacceptable working
methods were used.
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3.3.4

Conclusions

The approach of the repair of the washing line was not satisfactory. Because of bad communication the
organization of the maintenance was not clear to the maintenance personnet
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4 Conclusion

Till now, competition for Metal Products LTD has notledtoa process of continuous product and production
improvement. All effort was put into cheap production in order to keep the market share. The products,
when looking at their technica! specifications, are of less quality now compared to let's say five years ago.
The proposal for the new sufurias and the new sets is the first serious step into product quality improvement.
When the proposals are implemented successfully, not only MPL will benefit, but also the customers.
The fastening clip that was designed solved an acute problem but also showed some of the weaknesses of
MPL. In the first place the organization was not able to deal with the problem in an efficient way.
Communication between management and workfloor was bad and also the appreciation of each others
qualities was missing. In the second place, to solve the pure technica! problem strategies and creative efforts
were not satisfactory. The same conclusions can be drawn when looking at the repair of the washing line.
The practical contribution has been useful but when no changes are made pertaining to organization structures and appreciation of employees and skilis then the significanee of this contribution will be very short.
Concerning the value of this report for the thesis the following can be said. The experience gained through
the practical assignments has given a considerable insight in strengths, weaknesses and all kind of problems,
technica! or related to people, that exist within different part/levels of Metal Products LTD. While this
insight is not quantified it will be very useful in evaluating the Technology Content Assessment. These
strengtbs and weaknesses are summarized in the table below.

Table 4.1: Strengths and weaknesses of Metal Produels LTD
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5 Recommendations

One of the conclusions in chapter 4 was that when no changes are made pertaining to organization structures
and appreciation of employees and skills, the significanee of this contribution will be very short. This
already implies a recommendation. However, this is a very delicate matter because we are now talkingabout
how two different cultures should cooperate in order to have the best benefits for all. Feelings expressed by
both sides (lndian and Tanzanian) showed that statements made on this issue should be made with great care.
The following recommendations have been presented to the Works Manager of MPL:
There should be a separate body that deals with improverneut and development of new products and
processes. To make this body effective some new employees are needed who can handle technica!
problems on a higher level. At this moment the Works Manager is the one whodeals withall
technology issues, apart from bis job of rnanaging the factory.
The current way of piling up (semi-finished) products leads to many damages. When the washing line is
put back into operation the flow and storage of products should be reconsidered (see the factory layout
in Appendix 11) so that the available space is satisfactory and less darnaging occurs.
Start investigation possibilities to use the available injection die caster that bas not been used till now.
More market research should be done because it is known that there is a demand for all kind of metal
product, but also plastic products.
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6 Introduetion

6.1

:=~~~gy as u{'~r
prim~f

development

Technology is one of the
development. Whether the need is more food, better
education, improved health care, increased industrial output or more efficient transportation and
communications, technology plays a decisive role. It consists of a system of knowledge, ski~perien~.
organization, tools and machines that is required to produce, utilize and control{ goods andfservice~
However, the actual incorporation of technologkal considerations into national deve opmen'tlJlaltiÎing in
many developing countries is far from the required levels for poverty alleviation. One of the crucial reasons
for this situation is the fact that economie planners have been treating technology as an exogenous variable,
conveniently viewed as a "black box".
.

~

l

,.

One essential aim of most, if not all, developing countries is to develop a national industrial capacity. This
includes establishing a certain capacity to produce desired products, but also developing technologkal and
managerial knowledge for further indigenous development of industry; that is to be able to adapt and develop
new products, to improve production processes and to create new business areas. One potential means of
developing these capabilities is international technology transfer projects.
Govemment macro- and meso- policies affect technology choices and the development of technology by
determining the environment in which decisions on technology are made. Actual investment decisions on
choice of technology are made at micro-level by a variety of decision-making units - private firms and
farms, large and small, foreign and domestic, parastatals, co-op's, and family enterprises. These microenterprises are greatly affected by the macro- and meso- policy environment - which helps determine the
prices they get for their products, the costs of the factors the use, the availability of alternative technologies
and their knowledge about these alternatives, the availability of infrastructure, and so on.

6.2

Technology Policy in Tanzania

The vital role of science and technology in socio-economie development bas also been acknowledged by
Tanzania. According to the National Science and Technology Policy for Tanzania of 1985, the goal is to
attain national self-reliance. Furthermore, it is stated in this document that:

The lack of a clear National Science and Technology Policy has resulted in an unregulated
flow of technologies and excessive dependenee on imported technologies, and somelimes on
technologies that are not easily diffused in the society. This has resulted in problems of
machinery and equipment maintenance. A national science and technology policy is
therefore needed to guide Govemment Ministries and Parastatal Organizations, including
Universities and other research and training institutions, in the choice, assessment, transfer,
adaptation, and development of a national technological capability.
Some of the main objectives that can be found in this policy are:
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To build up national scientific and technological capabilities aimed at achieving the national goal of
socialism and self-reliance;
To enhance the application of science and technology to socio-economie development in order to
improve the standard of living of the population and meet the basicneedof the masses;
Acquire a national capacity for autonomous decision making in technological matters.
While the intention of this policy is good, poverty in Tanzania remains pervasive. The World Bank
Development Report 1993 ranked Tanzania (mainland) as the second poorest country in the world with a
GNP per capita of US $100 in 1991. Caution is needed because the average per capita income is nota good
measure of welfare. The use of UNDP's Human Development Index (which takes into consideration adjusted
real GDP per head, life expectancy and educational attainment) ranked Tanzania higher than 33 other
countries in 1991. This doeshowever not imply that the welfare of the Tanzanians is high.
According to Sheya5 , industrial and technological development have continued to play a relatively minor role
in the overall economie development of the country. He also says that:

In the past, there has been no national strategy or plan for proper selection and acquisition
of appropriate technology from competitive suppliers under equitable terms and conditions,
or for the effective inlegration of imported technology with the local research and
development efforts and/or spareparts and components manufacturing. Consequently, the
country lacked deliberate plans, strategies and effective coordinating mechanisms for
adaptation and intemalisation of technologies acquired from abroad.
The efforts to promote science and technology as the masterkey to socio-economie development have so far
not delivered the desired results. The intention is there, as the objectives of the policy show, but effective
instruments and mechanisms are lacking. The Minister for Science, Technology and Higher Education
Benjamin Mkapa, at the official opening of the 4th Annual Research and Development seminar in Dar es
Salaam, said it as follows 6 :

Weneed a clearly defined science and technology policy, well conceived strategies and
action plan that will guide our national development objectives, goals and aspirations.

6.3

Objectives and problem definition

In policy-making and planning in science and technology, decisions are often made based on past
performances and on perceptions of emerging trends of importance toa country's over-all development
process. In many developing countries, however, there is very little accumulation of past experiences to
serve as guidance for future directions, especially in planning for the use of science and technology. As a
result, policy and planning decisions for science and technology are either based on ad hoc considerations or
undervalued among competing claims from many other developing projects and activities which may produce
quicker and more visible results.

5

M.S. Sheya, 'Endogenous capacity building for technology autonomy in Tanzania', in: E.T.N. Bisanda (ed.),
Uhandisi Joumal, Faculty of Engineering, University of Dar es Salaam, 1993, p. 53-63.

6

Extracted from the Daily News of Wednesday June 29, 1994.
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In the absence of past experience and due to the lack of tools to assess the status of science and technology
in their own countries, developing countries often try to emulate experiences of developed countries or of
some of the third world countries which have sizable science and technology programs. Since situations vary
from country to country, the practice of emulation has its own limitations and difficulties. Clearly, there is a
need for dependable indicators which reflect more closely the situation in the concemed countries as
effective policy tools in decision-making and planning in science and technology.
An extremely systematized and structured approach for the preparation of technology policy and technology
planning was the "Framework for Technology-Based Development" published in 1989 by the United Nations
Economie and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP). The main objective of the initiating
group, the 'Tokyo Programme on Technology for Development' was the preparation of a Plan of Action,
basedon the principle that a correct identificationof a country's technological needs and capabilities is a
prerequisite for effective technological planning. The 'Framework' intends to assess the present technoeconomie situation in a country at firm, industry, sector and nationallevels in a systematic and largely
quantified way. In doing so, the 'Framework' distinguishes five techno-economical areasof research:

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Technology Content
Technology Climate
Technology Status
Technology Capability
Technology Needs

at enterprise level;
at nationallevel;
at industry level;
at nationallevel;
at nationallevel.

These five components are mutually related.
Consictering the need of Tanzania for a well defined science and technology policy and the availability of the
structured approach for the preparation of technology policy by UN-ESCAP, it is justified to carry out a
research that brings together demand and supply. However, this research can only be focused on a part of
the total problem area.
The methodology called "Technology Content Assessment" which was created by the Technology Atlas
Project and is explained in the 'Framework' is an analytic approach for studying the performance of transformation facilities from an explicit technological point of view. The results of this -methodology are the
basis for the other four methodologies.
At this moment just little experience exists in applying this methodology. Reason for this could be doubts
about the methods usefulness or the application itselfbecause knowledge of 'best in the world plants' is
necessary to be able to apply the method. lnformation about this is not easily obtainable.
Therefore it is decided to investigate this methodology on its merits. Here we have come to the objective of
.;;,( this research:

To gain insight in the usefulness and applicability of the Technology Content Assessment
method for policy and decision makers in Tanzania.
The main research question to be answered is as follows:
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Does the methodology
Tanzania?

giv~~ i~sight; i~ the strengtbs and weaknesses of a company located in
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Is the metbod applicable within reasonable costs and within the given environment, and by whom?
Por who are the results most useful, do ooropanies benefit as well?
If the metbod is not useful or applicable, in what way could it be adapted?
This report will answer these questions or will deliver a strong basis on which further research can take
place.

6.4

Metbod of working

To be able to evaluate the usefulness and applicability of the Technology Content Assessment methodology,
the methodology is applied on a single case according to the "Framework for Technology-based
Development". The company on which the case-study is carried out is the same company as the one
described in part one of this report.
During the fieldwork (February till July 1994) at this company, as much relevant data as possible has been
collected. Because of the practical contribution to this company, that is described fairly intensively in part
one, a thorough knowledge of the technology inside the company was gained. This knowledge serves as an
important input for the application of the methodology.
Furthermore, because of this knowledge it is possible to evaluate the results of the methodology versus the
practical experience. This point of view is taken to make a useful judgement of the matter. Another point of
view is the comparison of this casestudy versus the case study of Hutjes 7, who did a similar evaluation fora
case at the Philippines. With both points of view insight is gainedindifferent aspects. Together they are the
basis of a useful evaluation of the Technology Content Assessment methodology.
With the insight gained in the usefulness and applicability of the methodology, recommendations are made to
adapt the methodology and to carry out more research on specific subjects.

7

For his Master's research Hutjes did a similar case study on the Philippines using the Technology Content
Assessment methodology. The company he investigated was of a totally different nature than the case in Tanzania.
While his results were useful, still many questions were left unanswered especially about the applicability of the
methodology in real practice. However, his results are useful for further evaluation of the methodology because
some (limited) camparisans can be made now.
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7 Theoretical framewerk

The important role of technologyin development bas now gained wide recognition. However, the actual
incorporation of technological considerations in development efforts requires a practical decision support
database to fmd answers to such vital questions as: What is the current status of a country's technological
capability? What are the country's most pressing technological needs? Which areasof technology offer the
greatest promisefora country's specialization? In order to provide answers tothese and related questions,
the Economie and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), at its fortieth session held in 1984,
called for the preparation of a technology atlas to assist merober governments in integrating technological
considerations into their development plans.
The first phase (1986-1988) of the Technology Atlas Project output, under the general title "A Framework
for Technology for Development", is aimed at providing an operational framework for establishing and
updating the much needed database that could be used for incorporating technology variables into the
development process. This framework, that will be referred to as "the Framework" in the remaining of this
report, will serve as the theoretical background for this research assignment.
Por a complete integration of technological considerations, the Framework provides in its six volume output
not less than five methodologies. The basic principles for these methodologies that are used by the authors of
the Framework are summarized in paragraph 7 .1. However, this report focuses only at one methodology
namely, the Technology Content Assessment. This methodology is the basis of the Framework and the other
methodologies are built on this one. The Technology Content Assessment methodology is summarized in
paragraph 7.2. It should be mentioned that theseprinciplesnot always reflect the opinion of the researcher.

7.1

Basis for Techno-Economie Considerations

7.1.1

Major Elements for Transformation Activities

If any transformation activity teading to the production of economie goods is examined, it can be seen that it
is technology that transforms the material inputs into outputs. It may even be said that technology is the core
of the transformation activity. Thus, it may be said that there are three controllab te elements in any
transformation activity namely inputs, outputs and the technology used for transforming the inputs and
outputs.
The inputs going into the transformation activity may consist of natural resources and intermediate goods.
Natural resources may include things like geo-physical, mineraland biological resources. Intermediate goods
may include semifinished items such as chemicals, materials and hardware components. The outputs of a
transformation activity may consist of consumer goods (which do not require any further transformation),
intermediate goods (which are outputs for other transformation activities) and capital goods (which can be
used as tools for resource transformation). Consumer goods refers to products such as food, medicine,
apparel and appliances which can be used directly by consumers. Capital goods refers to products such as
machines, tools, plantand equipment, vehicles and instruments.
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The third element, namely technology, as already mentioned, is the transformer and the core of the
transformation activity. It determines the quantity and quality of resources conversion achieved by the
transformation operation.
In addition tothese three elements, there is a fourth "exogenous" element that influences firm level/transformation facility operations. This fourth element is the national technology climate. Understanding the manner
in which the national elimate influences the performance of a transformation activity is important.
Experience has shown that similar transformation operations in two different countries may not always
produce comparable results. One primary reason is that the national technology elimate differs from one
country to another and in some instance, may even vary from one region or one sector to another within a
country. In a supportive technology climate, a transformation operation is likely to produce better results
than in a less supportive climate. These four elements are shown in graphically in figure 7.1
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Figure 7.1: Elements involved in the resource transformation process (source: A framework for technology
based development, volume 1, p. 36, ESCAP, 1989).

7.1.2

BasicComponentsof Technology

Many developing countries tend to treat technology as a black-box without paying adequate attention to its
characteristic features. At present technologies are categorized in many ways: high and low technologies,
modemand traditional technologies, advanced and intermediate technologies etc. These categories, while
useful, often require careful interpretation. However, all these categorizations imply that technology is a
combination of hardware and software with the relative proportions of varying from one extreme to another.
In the context of the economie transformation of resources, technology may be regarded as a combination of
both the physical tooi and the related know-how either to make or to use that tooi. Viewed in this manner
technology can be disaggregated into four embodiment forms, namely: object-embodied technology

(Facilities or Technoware); person-embodied technology (Abilities or Humanware); document-embodied
technology (Facts or Infoware); and institution-embodied technology (Frameworks or Orgaware).
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Technoware refers to items such as tools, machines, vehicles and physical infrastructure. Humaoware refers
to knowledge, skills, wisdorn, creativity and experience of individuals or groups of people. Infoware refers
toaspects of technology such as processes, procedures, techniques, theories, specifications, observations and
relations described in publications, docurnents and blueprints. Orgaware is required to facilitate the effective
integration of Technoware, Humaoware and Infoware and consists of management practices, linkages and
organizational arrangernents.
The effective usage of these four cornponents at a transformation facility, requires that eertaio minimum
conditions be satisfied. First, Technoware needs operators with eertaio capabilities. Humaoware has to
gradually irnprove frorn operation to upgradation and eventually generation of Technoware. Infoware as
accurnulated knowledge needs to be regularly updated while Orgaware has to be continually evolved over
time to meet the changing requirernents within and outside the transformation activity.
All four cornponents of technology are cornplernentary to one another and are required sirnultaneously at any
transformation operation. According to this approach, no transformation of natural resources can take place
in the complete absence of any of the four cornponents. The four cornponents also interact with one another
in a complex fashion and it is important to understand the nature of these interactions.
Technoware is the core of any transformation systern. This is developed, installed, operated and irnproved
rnainly by Humaoware using Infoware which has been accurnulated over time. Technoware cannot perform
by itself and is useless if Humaoware is not there to utilize it.
Humaoware plays a key role in carrying out transformation operations. It is Humaoware that makes
Technoware productive. However, the extent of what it can do, is guided by the Infoware available and the
Orgaware within which it operates. Humaoware also leads to the generation of more Infoware and thereby
leads to irnproved utilization of Technoware.
Infoware represents the accumulation of knowledge by hurnan beings. The body of knowledge available
today is growing continuously and hence, Infoware requires regular updating. If this is not done, proper
selection and usage of Technoware will not be possible. Thus, one of the key tasks of an organization is to
eosure acquisition, usage and updating of appropriate types of Infoware.
Orgaware coordinates lnfoware, Humaoware and Technoware in a transformation operation to effectively
achieve the desired conversion of natural resources to produced resources. With an increase in the effectiveness of Orgaware, the productivity of the other three cornponents tends to increase. In general, Orgaware
has to evolve over time to match the dynarnics of the other three cornponents and the socioeconomie elimate
within which the transformation activity operates.
If in real life transformation activities are exarnined, it is possible to perceive increasing degrees of sophis-

tication within each component of technology. Such variations in the degree of sophistication, within each
component, cornes about due to four reasons. First, increased operational cornplexities lead totheneed for
the developrnent and usage of Technoware with higher degrees of sophistication. Second, the increased
requirernents of skills needed to develop, irnprove, installand operate Technoware of varying degrees of
sophistication also requires Humaoware with appropriate sophistication. Third, as the degrees of
sophistication of Technoware and Humaoware increase, the sophistication of Infoware required to guide the
use of these also increases. The value of docurnentation in such situations increases trernendously. Last, as a
transformation activity atternpts to increase the quanturn and scope of its operations, management functions
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such as planning, organizing, activating, motivating and cantrolling become increasingly complex and thus
greater sophistication may be required in the Orgaware to effectively integrate Technoware , Humanware
and Infoware .
The degrees of sophistication provide a convenient framework for examining the complex interactions among
the four components of technology. It is often assumed that sophisticated Technoware calls for high level
Humanware . For generating new and sophisticated Technoware , there is no doubt that high level
Humanware is required. However, in the case of application of sophisticated Technoware , relatively simple
operating abilities is all that is necessary. Another unique characteristic of Technoware is the presence of its
different forms, at various degrees of sophistication and scale of operation.
The interrelationship among the four components has implications for choices of technology. Some of the
more important ones are the following: 1) with the increase in the degree of sophistication of Technoware ,
the required level of sophistication of Infoware and Humanware are likely to change considerably, because
higher level Technoware has many built-in control and monitoring features; 2) with the increase in the level
of sophistication of Infoware, better choices of Technoware and Humanware are possible, as less Infoware
means fewer alternatives; 3) with the increase in the level of sophistication of Humanware , Infoware is self
generated and utilization of Technoware is improved, as it becomes easy to digest imported Technoware ;
and 4) with the increase in the level of sophistication of Orgaware , the effectiveness of Technoware ,
Humanware and Infoware are all increased. However, the sophistication of Orgaware needs to be locally
evolved. Transplantation of Orgaware does not work in most cases.

7.1.3

Consideration of Technological Appropriateness

Technological appropriateness is not an intrinsic quality of a technology. Suggestions for the use of labourintensive technology in developing countries seem to overlook the fact that having a large population does
not necessarily mean the existence of a high level of human embodied skilis and knowledge, without which
the physical tools are mostly useless. Technological appropriateness is a dynamic concept and depends to a
large extent on the use to which the technology will be put. For instance, if the purpose of acquiring a
particular technology is to gain competitive advantage in the international market, then labour-intensiveness
is of secondary importance.
What is appropriate fora country can be determined only by that country itself. It is necessary therefore, to
first decide what kind of goods and services are to be produced, consumed and traded; who is going to
produce them; and how their production and distribution are going to be organised. The choice of technology
will need to be made in the context of the four components: Technoware, Humanware, Infoware and
Orgaware.

7.1.4

Toward Techno-Economie Analysis

Using the four components of technology as a basis for enquiry, it is possible to achieve complementarity
between conventional economie planning and the proposed technology-based planning at the firm, industry,
sectoraland nationallevels. This complementary would enable decision-makers to introduce technological
dimensions into the socio-economie developments plans of a country, in addition to growth and equity
considerations.
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The foundations for integrating techno-economie considerations into the development process are laid by the
Technology Atlas Project. The six volume output of the Technology Atlas Project provides a comprehensive
and detailed framework for development planning using techno-economie methodologies. The methodologies
include: technology content assessment at the firm level; technology status assessment at the industry level;
technology capability assessment at the sectoraland nationallevels; technology elimate assessment at the
firm, industry, sector or nationallevels; and technology needs assessment at the sectoraland nationallevels.

7.2

Technology Content Assessment

Financial analysis commonly performed at the firm level are dependent upon the prices of inputs and
outputs. In most developing countries the market is imperfect and prices are distorted for many reasons.
Some of these reasons are;
Monopolistic and/or oligopolistic conditions which affect the pricing of material inputs and outputs;
Taxes and subsidies imposed by national governments;
Rapid inflation, in which time-lags and/or government controls distort relative prices
Therefore, these financial measures do not reflect the position of a firm vis-a-vis its technological
contributions.
The inputs to any transformation activity enter the system with a certain technology content and the outputs
leave with a higher technology content - the difference is the technology content added. This technology
content added is a direct result of the contribution of the four components of technology utilized for
transformation. Technology content added would reflect the true technological status of a transformation
operation.
The methodology for technology content analysis focuses explicitly on technological aspects. It is a
quantitative approach to measure the technology contribution of each of the four components of technology
at a transformation facility. In the examination of real life transformation facilities, it is possible to discem
degrees of sophistication within each technology component. In general, increasing degrees of sophistication
implicitly indicate the following: increasing operational complexities (in the case of facilities); increasing
requirements of skills and experience (in the case of abilities); increasing quality of information and
accumulated knowledge (in case of facts); and increasing interaction and dynamic linkages (in the case of
frameworks). The technology content measurement procedure is basedon two aspects: determination of the
degrees of sophistication of each component; and the position of the technology used in relation to the stateof-the-art components. This analysis determines the individual contribution of each of the four components.
The joint technology contribution of the four components is called the technology contribution coefficient and
reflects the technology content added per unit of production. The Technology Content Assessment
methodology is elaborated in more detail in appendix VIII. Furthermore, the degrees of sophistication and
criteria for state-of-the-art assessment, as suggested by the Framework, are presented in appendix IX
respectively appendix X.
The technology content analysis can provide an indication of technology-related strengtbs and weaknesses
and the transformation dynamics at the firm level. lt is unaffected by market imperfections, and could
complement conventional financial analysis. The technology content analysis can improve capabilities for
screening the international technology shelf and enhance national capabilities for technology assessment of
foreign collaboration.
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8 Results of the casestudy

In this chapter the results of the application of the Technology Content Assessment methodology on a
practical case are presented. The transformation facility used for the application isMetal Products LTD, that
is described fairly intensively in part one of this report.
To carry out the analysis the Framework proposes a procedure comprising 5 steps: (1) estimation of degrees
of sophistication, (2) state-of-the-art assessment, (3) determination of the component contribution, (4)
assessment of component contribution intensities and (5) computation of technology contribution coefficient
(TCC), see appendix VIII for more details. This procedure will be foliowed in order to come to an usabie
judgement of the procedure in the end. Furthermore, some applicable recommendations of Hutjes8 (1993)
will be taken into consideration as well.
Before commencing the procedure, it might be useful to analyse the case under investigation according to the
major elements as presented in paragraph 7 .1.1, which are: inputs, outputs and technology. The first
element, the inputs going into the transformation activity, consists of intermediate goods namely, aluminium
sheet material in the form of circles of different sizes and thicknesses. So, the input does already have a
eertaio technology content because they are the output of another transformation facility.
The second element, the output of the transformation facility consistsof consumer goods that do not require
any further transformation namely, all kinds of kitchen utensils9 which can be used directly by the consumer.
The third element, the technology used within the transformation facility, is the core. All operations that are
available in the transformation facility are described in appendix 11 of this report. Por the coming analysis,
the technology will be disaggregated in four embodiment forms, namely: Technoware, Humanware,
Infoware and Orgaware.

8.1 Estimation of degrees of sophistication
The five steps of the procedure as described above are not elaborated exhaustively by the authors of the
Framework. By giving some examples and general assumptions they suggest the way the analysis has to be
realized. In this part all degrees of sophistication of the components of technology will be determined,
starting with Technoware.

Degrees of sopbistkation of Technoware

8

Hutjes suggested an alternative scoring procedure for detennining the upper and lower degrees of sophistication of
the four components of technology. Furthermore, he proposed to use weight factors for the criteria of the state-ofthe-art assessment.

9

Por more details about these products see chapter 2 and appendix I.
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As a starting point for identifying all major items of Technoware the Framework uses in its examples a
model fora transformation facility that can bedescribed as follows:

Input ",. Items of Technoware ,.,. Output
When following the material flow from input (natural resources and intermediate goods) to output
(consumer, intermediate and capital goods) different items of Technoware are called at successively.
However, in this case more than one flow can be distinguished, see for example figure 2.2 of part one of
this report. The main flow of material in this figure is the one for sufurias but, other flows exist as well. If
this is the case, the Framework proposes to take a weighted average of the individual TCC's to obtain the
overall TCC for the firm under consideration. For this case only one flow will be investigated due to time
constraints. The flow that is chosen is the one for sufuria manufacturing because this is the flow the
company relies most on at this particular moment 10 •
According to figure 2.2 the items of Technoware for sufuria production are:
1.
Oiling machine
2.
Presses
3.
Trimming lathes
4.
Packaging
Some other items that could be identified using the model are a conveyer-belt and starage facilities 11 • The
Framework however does not reekon with facilities that do not actually 'transform' sarnething but only fuiflil
a certain logistic function.
The upper and lower limit of sopbistkation can be found in table 8 .1. More details of this classification can
be found in appendix XI. The scoring procedure used is the one that was proposed by Hutjes because this
procedure bas less overlap and is therefore easier to apply.

Table 8.1: Limits of the degrees of sophistication of Technoware.

10

See paragraph 2.2 of part one of this report.

11

See the layout of the factory that is included with appendix 11.
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Degrees of sophistication of Humaoware
For the selection of the categories of Humanware the Framework proposes to use the following
categorization: workers, supervisors, executives and managers, and R&D personnel. When looking at the
organization diagram of the firm 12 one can discriminate all categories except for one: R&D personnel. The
little research and development that is being done comes from the Tooi & Die makers, so it is therefore
proposed to categorize them as R&D personnel. The upper and lower limit of the degrees of sophistication
of each of these categories are shown in table 8.2. More details on the classification of thesecategoriescan
be found in appendix XI.

Table 8.2: Limitsof the degrees of sophistication of Humanware.
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Degree of sophistication of Infoware and Orgaware
Infoware and Orgaware are measured at firm level. The results are presented in table 8.3. More details of
the classification can be found in appendix XI.

Table 8.3: Limitsof the degrees of sophistication of Infoware and Orgaware.

8.2 State-of-the-art assessment
For the next step, the state-of-the-art assessment, the genericcriteria as suggested by the Framework are
used. Before continuing the following remarks have to be made. In case of Technoware it is relatively easy

12

See figure 2.3.
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to operationalize some of the suggested criteria. Machines and facilities do not change very much over time
and features are therefore easy to observe or to measure. Purthermore, the observation or measurement will
be valid for a long time. In case of Humanware things become more complicated. Human behaviour and
characteristics of groups of people can change very rapidly. Appropriate measuring tools for these criteria,
for instanee 'creativity', were not available during the period of field research. Therefore, for each
identified category of Humanware only one criteria is operationalized within the limits of the available
information. Por Infoware and Orgaware three criteria have been operationalized each. Por these criteria
some useful data could be found.

State-of-the-art of Technoware
In case of Technoware the genetic criteria can relatively easily be operationalized. By observing
characteristics of the specific machine together with available data (product and production specifications
etc.) it becomes possible to define a certain rating. However, the score from 0 to 10 points that is linked
with the rating is arbitrary, especially in case of qualitative data (for instanee precision). To be able to
proceed the assessment the scores are based on experience and common sense. It is always possible to adjust
a scoring procedure when it is proven that it is inappropriate.
Table 8.4 presents the results for the items of Technoware. Details of the state-of-the-art assessment of items
of Technoware can be found in appendix XII.

Table 8.4: State-of-the-art rating of Technoware

State-of-the-art Humaoware
In case of Humanware the operationalization becomes much more difficult. The Pramework suggests six
genetic criteria to evaluate the state-of-the-art of Humanware. However, due to the limited possibilities to
operationalize only one criterium will get attention for each category. Por these criteria some reliable
observations have been made. The results are shown in table 8.5. Detailscan be found in appendix XII. The
criterium 'creativity', that has been used for the state-of-the-art assessment of the R&D personnel, will be
explained in more detail below.
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Creativity is a crucial variabie to solve technica! problems that occur in the factory 13 • A better understanding
of creativity could be of great importance. This is also acknowledged by other specialists in the area of
creativity. According to Kao 14 , creativity is a competitive issue, not just something nice. It is a valuable
resource that must be nurtured, not wasted. However, before creativity can be operationalized a good
definition is needed. A useful definition of creativity comes from literature on social psychology. According
to Amabile 15 , a product or response will be judged creative to the extent that it is novel and appropriate,
useful, correct, or valuable response to the taskat hand, and the taskis heuristic rather than algorithmic.
Algorithmic tasks are those govemed by fixed rules. The path to a solution is clear and straightforward.
Reuristic tasks have not been done before; they are not specifically defined, and there is no established path
to a solution.
The operationalization and the measurement of creativity is a complex problem. According to Hocevar and
Bachelor 16 the most salient characteristic of creativity measurements is their diversity. After a research, in
which they classified more than 100 examples of creativity measurement into eight categories, they conclude
that reliability and validity cannot be taken for granted. Furthermore, most of these creativity assessment
procedures are not easily applicable in a practical situation.
Because of the importance of creativity for a company, an attempt is made to operationalize creativity based
on the definition of Amabile. The detailscan be found in appendix XII.

Table 8.5: State-of-the-art rating of Humanware

·······•.•State..Of;;,

State-of-the-art Infoware and Orgaware
Por Infoware and Orgaware three criteria are operationalized. The results are shown in table 8.6. Details
can be found in appendix XII.

13

See paragraph 3 .2 .4 of part one of this report.

14

John J. Kao, Managing Creativity, New Jersey, 1991.

15

Teresa Amabile, The Social Psychology of Creativity, New York: Springer Verlag, 1983.

16

D. Hocevar & P. Bachelor, A Taxonomy and Critique of Measurements Used in the Study of Creativity, in: J.A.
Glover, R.R. Ronning & C.R. Reynolds (ed), Handhook ofCreativity, New York, 1989, p. 53-75.
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Table 8.6: State-of-the-an rating of Infoware and Orgaware

8.3 Component contribution calculation
The component contribution is calculated using the formulas described in Appendix VIII. To calculate the
contribution of Technoware and Humanware weightages are used because it is clear that some items are
more important than others. For the items of Technoware the weightage factor is based on the amount of
investment costs needed for that particular item, as suggested by the Framework. Because the real
investment costs are not known, one can only estimate if the investment for one item is about the same,
more or much more then another item. In case it is about the same both items will get a weightage of 1. If
one item is obviously more expensive, this item will get weightage of 5. As the presses obviously have the
biggest investment costs it seems reasonable to give thema weightage of 10. For the categoriesof
Humanware the weightage factor is based on the number of employees in that particular category, as
suggested by the Framework. For the ease assigning scores the following procedure will be applied. When a
category exists of only one person it is given a weightage of 1. A number of employees with a certain
function between 2 and 9 was given a weightage of 5. Big numbers (10 or more) were given a weightage of
10. These two procedures of assigning weightages are arbitrary but they can be adjusted easily when proven
inappropriate.

Table 8. 7: Results of component contribution calculation
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8.4 Assessment of the component contribution intensities
The component contribution intensities are estimated using the pairwise comparison matrix approach.
According to the Framework, the foor components are arranged in order of increasing importance. Then the

{3's corresponding tothese are arranged in the sameorder of relative importance. The Framework does not
give any criteria to base this hierarchy on. The following hierarchy is chosen for:
T>O>H>I
and therefore:

{3t > {3o > {3h > {3i
As the hierarchy shows Infoware is the least important because Infoware is only scarcely used and existing
Infoware has notbeen updated fora long time. Technoware is the most important because it is the core of
the transformation facility and the main goal is to attain a certain output every month. To do that a certain
Orgaware is needed to make sure all inputs are available and the workers are instructed and comes therefore
on the second place. Humanware is there to operate the machinery and to keep the machinery going.
However it is appreciated more than Infoware so it comes third.
Using this hierarchical formulation along with the relative importance scale outlined in appendix VIII, the
pairwise comparison matrix could be as follows:

T

H

I

0

T

1

4

5

3

H

114

1

2

113
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115

112

1

114

0

113
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4
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To obtain the values for the {3's the pairwise comparison matrix has to be calculated. This will result in the
following values for the {3's:

{3t

=

0.53

{3h

=

0.12

{3i
{3o

=

0.08
0.27

=

8.5 Computation of Technology Contribution Coefficient
Now all parameters are known the TCC of the transformation facility can be calculated using equation 1
presentedinappendix VIII. Table 8.8 gives a summary of all calculated values and presents the TCC value.
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Table 8. 8: Summary of TCC computation
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9 Discussion of results

9.1

Usefulness of Technology Content Assessment methodology

To gain insight in the usefulness of the Technology Content Assessment methodology, the results will be
looked at from two different points of view. The first point of view is a comparison of the results of the
Technology Content Assessment methodology with the insight gained through the practical contribution as
described in part one of this report. The second point of view is the comparison of the results of the
methodology described by Hutjes with the results described in this report.

Point of view: Results TCA methodology versus practical experience
Whether the methodology is useful or not depends on the degree the goals are attained. One of the goals of
the Frameworkis to open the so-called "black-box" so that technological aspectscan be considered for
technology-based planning at the firm, industry, sectoral and nationallevels.
Besides the fact that not all items of Technoware in the production process are regarded, it is claimed that
the application of the methodology in this particular case does not reveal all relevant technological aspects of
the transformation facility. Therefore, the results do not give a good indication of the technological related
strengtbs and weaknesses of the company. The usefulness of the methodology is not optimal! This claim will
be explained in more detail.
The reason for not showing all relevant aspects is that the Technology Content Assessment methodology
focuses mainly at one process, namely the production process. However, in this particular case other
processes are present that could be as important as the production process. These processes are: maintenance
and tool & die making. Using the four elementsof technology, these processes are shown in figure 9.1.

Figure 9.1: Three important processes are present at the company under investigation: production,
maintenance and tooi & die making
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Why are maintenance and tooi & die making so important? According to MEIDA 17 the industrial sector in
Tanzania is currently experiencing serious problems in conneetion with production equipment. Much of the
machinery is old and in a poor state of repair owing to the lack of effective maintenance routines and spare
parts. This in turn has resulted in abnormal wear and tear of moving parts and substantiallosses in
production due to machinery downtime and machinery slow-down.
This has resulted in big consumption and demand of spares. Most of the spareparts used are imported. In
1988 Tanzania imported spareparts worth TAS 19 billion or 21% of the total import bi11 18 • Although some
spare parts can be manufactured locally, the present level is stilllow. Locally manufactured spare parts are
usually of a low quality due totheuse of improper raw materials, the fact that manufacturing is normally
from samples (worn out or broken) and the almost totallack of quality controL
A number of problems also exists in conneetion with imported spare parts, the most important of which are
listed below:
Availability, the production machinery is often old (over 10 years) and spareparts are no longer on the
machinery supplier's production programme.
Long delivery times, this has led to high stock levels with high capital tie-downs and resultant liquidity
implications.
High prices, the spare parts are usually not standard and often have to be specially manufactured.
From the facts mentioned above it is clear that the capability to rnaintaio machinery is a necessity and a
competitive advantage if it is operating well. Obviously, companies in the ESCAP region or even the
western world have different problems in performing optimal. Therefore it is argued that 'maintenance'
should be looked at as an integral part of the technology of the transformation facility when applying the
Technology Content Assessment methodology.
Furthermore, tooi & die making is undervalued as well in the results of the application of the methodology.
Only the Humanware component (R&D personnel) of this process is considered. What is really happening
can be seen in figure 9.1. The tooi & die makers produce Technoware that is implemented in the production
process. Without these tools and dies most machinery cannot be used, in fact 7 out of 14 operations present
available within the company (see figure 2.2) require product specific tools and equipment. The alternative,
purchasing from local manufacturers or even importing has the same consequences as is the case with spare
parts.
The Technoware and Infoware used by the tooi & die makers determines for a greater part the capability of
the production process. When the status of thesecomponentsis improved, this will influence directly the
items of Technoware in the production process. The status of the tooi & die making department determines
what products can be made and with what quality. These products do not only consist of kitchen utensils but
can be almost any (sheet) metal product. A well developed tooi & die making department is therefore a
competitive advantage.
Like maintenance, it is argued that 'tooi & die making' should be an integral part of the technology of the
transformation facility when applying the Technology Content Assessment methodology.

17

National study on the production of spareparts in Tanzania, prepared by MEIDA and Lamtrac AB (Sweden), 1993.

18

According to MEIDA that bases this on a report of the Ministry of Industries and Trade.
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Knowledge about the functioning of these two departments could be of great importance for policy and
decision makers. lt could indicate how much a company has mastered the technology and whether the
company needs further support in using the technology or if the company can serve as a transferor (source
of technology) toother companies.
Furthermore, as is already mentioned in the beginning of this paragraph, not all items of Technoware that
exist within the transformation facility are regarded. According to the Framework, each process should be
investigated separately and get its own TCC value. The TCC of the transformation facility should than be
the weighted average. This is not done because of time constraints.
It is claimed that when each separate production process is investigated, the usefulness of the results will not
improve proportional to the extra effort needed for investigation. The reason for this is that many items of
Technoware will be included of which a state-of-the-art assessment will be of very little importance. An
example is the oiling machine. Whether this is done by hand or highly automated doesn't show the real
strengtbs of the company. These items are necessary, but do not determine the characteristics of the
production technology. On the other hand, other items are very characteristic for the production technology
used in the factory. Therefore, only the relevant items of Technoware should be part of the investigation.

Point of view: Results this case versus case Hutjes
Another goal of the methodology is the possibility of comparing different transformation facilities from a
technological point of view. The only material available at this moment to compare with is the case study of
Hutjes. Hutjes assessed the technology content of a production line of electronk devices. The way the
methodology was applied was influenced heavily by the availability of information of that particular
company. In this way he did not fully apply the methodology as was suggested by the authors of the
Framework. For instance, the choice of categones of Humanware and the choice of the state-of-the-art
assessment criteria differ a lot and cannot be used for comparison. The comparison of the case of Hutjes
with this case is therefore a limited one and shows already some of the weaknesses of the methodology.
However, the usefulness of the outcome of the technomettic model can be regarded independently from the
way the methodology was applied.
The results of both cases are presented in table 9.1 and in the THIO diagram of figure 9.2. The THIO
diagram can serve as graphical tool to interpret the differences between different companies.
The first thing that can be concluded is that the TCC of the company of the Philippines is almost twice as
high as the Tanzanian company. Secondly, the individual contribution of all the components of the
Philippines company are higher than those of the Tanzanian company. Lastly, the contribution intensities
differ a lot. Technoware has the highest intensity in the Tanzanian case while it has the lowest intensity in
the case of the Philippines.
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Table 9.1: Comparison of results of two cases: case Tanzania versus case Philippines
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Assuming that the THIO diagram of both companies is basedon valid and reliable data, the following
remarkscan be made:
There exists a relatively big gap between Orgaware and Infoware of both companies. One is therefore
inclined to say that these are the areas for improvement.
For a sophisticated Orgaware and Infoware, as is the case for the company of the Philippines, one
expects a highly sophisticated Humanware. However, Humaoware is just slightly more sophisticated
than Humaoware of the Tanzanian company. An explanation for this phenomenon could be the fact that
the company of the Philippines bas strong links with the western world, it is part of the Philips concern.
The components Infoware and Orgaware have been transferred then. If this is the case than Technoware
and Humaoware have been given relatively little attention.
This analysis shows that the outcome of the technometric model together with the THIO diagram can be
used to analyse different facilities from a technologkal point of view. However, it could be dangerous to
make fast conclusions based on the first impression of the data.
The last step comparing both cases is a look at the used criteria. The following remarkscan be made:
Items of Technoware are different for both cases, therefore the criteria cannot be compared.
The choice on the categones of Humaoware is different for both cases. Furthermore, the criteria used to
assess the state-of-the-art of each category are not equal. Hutjes uses company rating scales to
operationalize the criteria. Details of these operationalizations are not known.
In case of Infoware and Orgaware different criteria for the state-of-the-art assessment are used. The
criteria cannot be compared.
It can be concluded that if the choice on categones of Humaoware and the choice of criteria for all
componentsof technology is not guided by fixed rules, the usefulness of the state-of-the-art criteria is zero.
It also means that the data of table 9.1 is based on different approaches and it is therefore dangerous to make
conclusions
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Figure 9.2: TH/0 diagram depicting the component contribution of two companies.

9.2

Applicability of Technology Content Assessment methodology

The applicability of the Technology Content Assessment methodology will be discussed in view of the 5
steps that are proposed by the Framework. At each step, the problems that arose with the application, will
be mentioned.

Step 1: Estimation of the degrees of sophistication
What items of Technoware will be chosen; all items or a selection? In case of a selection; what is this
selection based upon?
Which employees should be classified in the proposed categoTies of Humanware; all of them or a
selection? In case of a selection; what is it based upon?

Step 2: State-of-the-art assessment
What criteria will be used for the state-of-the-art assessment of the components?
How are the criteria operationalized, especially in case of Humanware? In some cases a long
observation period is needed. How to get valid and reliable data?
How to assign numeric scores to the data?

Step 3: Component contribution calculation
How to assign weightages to the items of Technoware and the categoTies of Humanware? Are the
criteria for the weightages as proposed by the Framework, investment costs and number of employees,
correct or should other criteria be used?
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Step 4: Assessment of the component contribution intensities
On what criteria should the hierarchy of the four components of technology be based? Why is one
component more important than another?

Step 5: Computation of Technology Content Contribution
No problems with computation if all values needed are present.

1t can be concluded that at four stages in the application of the methodology choices have to be made that
determine the fmal outcome. The Framework does not give adequate guidelines to base these choices upon.
For this reason, the applicability of the methodology is still far from scientific. Two independent researchers
investigating the same case using the methodology are likely to get results that differ a lot. This has also its
impact on the usefulness. If the results are not reliable than the usefulness will be much lower.

9.3

General comments on the Technology Content Assessment methodology

Some general comments have to be made on the way the authors of the Framework have proposed the
Technology Content Assessment methodology.
The Technology Content Assessment methodology makes a poor distinction between the different actors that
have a voice in the use, the choice and the effects of a eertaio technology. A rough distinction of actors that
one can find in practice could be: a) the government, b) the company and c) the customer. Further
refinement is possible.
Actual investment decisions are made at micro level so within a company. The authors of the methodology
however pretend that these decisions can be influenced strongly by a government. When looking at the
company under investigation one can see that investment decisions are made by the Indian management, not
only within the company itself, but also by the management of the mother company that is located outside
Tanzania. In the view of the authors of the Framework, a firm is merely there to transform inputs into
outputs and does not have a voice of its own.
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Conclusions

Based on the discussion of chapter 9 the following conclusions can be drawn with regard to the usefulness
and applicability of the Technology Content Assessment methodology.
In the first place, applying the methodology as prescribed by the authors of the Framework, does not reveal
all relevant capabilities. This capability exists in generating small changes and improvements in the
production process. According to Rosenberg 19, a continuous stream of small improvements is often the
essence of success in the competitive process. So knowledge of this capability could be of great importance
for policy makers. The so called "black-box" is therefore only opened toa certain extent, see figure 10.1.
For this reason, the usefulness is not optimal.

Figure 10.1: The black-box called technology is only partly opened.
In the second place, the four componentsof technology, Technoware, Humanware, Infoware and Orgaware
can serve as an analytical tooi for the evaluation of different companies from a technological point of view.
Using the THIO diagram clearly shows differences between companies upon which decisions can be based.
However, one should be careful with drawing fast conclusions basedon this diagram.

~

?

In the third place, because of the free space for interpreting the methodology the results are likely to differ
from one researcher to another. Technology Content Assessment of companies within a certain industrial
(sub) sector should be basedon a specific working modeland be executed according to fixed rules. Only
then the results can be compared. In all other cases comparisons will not be very reliable.
In the fourth place, the methodology itself, as described by the authors, is quite sophisticated. To apply the
methodology this way requires a considerable cooperation from the company being investigated. Some
aspects that are suggested by the authors, for instanee the assessment of the potential of creativity, are
probably not feasible in real practice. Therefore, the methodology should be simplified. If it is proven the
methodology can be put in real practice, it can be made more sophisticated.
The Technology Content Assessment approach is one of the first attempts to integrate explicitly technical
considerations into economie and technological planning. To do so, reliable indicators are necessary that

19

Rosenberg, N., Exploring the black box, Technology, economics, and history, Cambridge, 1994.
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enable policy and decision makers to make the right choices. The need for indicators for evaluating
technological progress does not only exist at macro or government level. Also at micro or company level
these indicators become more relevant if a company wants to compete in the world market. The evaluation
shows that the application of the methodology at micro level is still in its infancy. One of the reasons for this
is that the methodology has not been developed out of the real needs of a company.
While applying the methodology, one willencounter many problems. However, this case and some other
cases show that the ideas behind the methodology can be useful at macro level, and at micro level. It is
therefore recommended to further investigate possibilities to improve the usefulness and applicability of the
methodology. An attempt to do so, based on experience of this case and views of other researchers is made
in chapter 11.
Finally, the four sub questions of paragraph 6.3 will be answered:

)p ~

we-'~ses

Yes, the methodology does give new insights in the strengths and
of a company located in
Tanzania. However, these insights are limited because the
mainly at the production
process. Comparisons with production processes of similar companies can be made. A difference in
level of sophistication of the components of technology of these production processes gives a new insight
that has not existed before.

methodol4;:~uses

No, at this moment the method is not applicable at all in a way that it will be useful for policy makers
and decision makers. Much more research is needed to further improve and evaluate the methodology.
The results have been intended to be used by policy makers and decision makers. According to Orelio20
who evaluated the use from the point of view of a single company, the technology should be judged on
its performance instead of on its sophistication. Therefore, on can conclude that at this stage the
Technology Content Assessment does not give adequate results for managers at company level.
The method should be adapted in a way that it shows more of the real capabilities inside a company.
The methodology does not reveal any information about the level the company has mastered the
technology itself while this information could be of great value to policy makers. Furthermore, a closer
look is neededon the use of criteria. While the Technology Atlas Team talksabout criteria to assess the
"state-of-the-art", at company level there is a need for "performance" criteria. Withinthese two sets of
criteria, there is a cross-section which could be of use to serve the goals at macro as well as micro
level.

20

Orelio, A.Y., Production Technologies Analysis, a casestudy on the production of aluminium doors and windows in
Tanzania, Eindhoven, 1995.
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11

Recommendations

Because the methodology bas a potential to become useful in delivering functional data for policy and
decision makers at macro level, but also formanagers at micro level, it is recommended to adapt the
methodology so that it better suits the Tanzanian situation. Paragraph 11.1 indicates the areas in which
improvements or adaptations of the methodology are required to become useful in Tanzania. Paragraph 11.2
elaborates further on the incapability of the methodology to include all, for the technology, relevant
processes within a company. The next paragraph comments the use of 'state-of-the-art' criteria and gives an
indication of the usefulness of 'performance' criteria. Paragraph 11.4 shows how those adaptations could be
merged into a new techno-economie model. The last paragraph describes more specific the direction in
which further research is required.

11.1

Areas for improvement Technology Content Assessment methodology

It bas been indicated that the role of a company is seen merely as a transformer of inputs into outputs. The
Framework does not give an adequate description of the role different actors can play in the execution of a
certain methodology. Before making any adaptation the following questions should be answered:
Who are the actors that are involved with the use or consequences of the methodology?
What role do those actors play and what are their limitations to act?
What are the needs of those actors conceming the use of a certain methodology?
When knowing the answers on these questions adaptations can be made in such a way that they better serve
the goals of the actors. A rough distinction of actors that is valid for almost any society is: a) govemment,
b) companies, c) customers. Theseactorscan be distinguished in Tanzania as well, but a further refmement
might be useful. This refinement will be done for 'govemment' and 'companies' only because these are the
most important in this case.
In case of the 'govemment' a further refinement could be: a) ministries (e.g. Ministry of Science,
Technology and Higher Education), b) related to ministries (e.g. COSTECH}, c) universities (e.g.
University of Dar es Salaam, Faculty of Engineering) or d) research institutes (e.g. IPI, Temdo, Tirdo,
Camartec).
In case of 'companies' a further refinement could be: a) foreign companies or companies withstrong foreign
ties, b) parastatals, c) indigenous private companies, d) indigenous companies with some informal features.

When the methodology is adapted/improved, it is essential to know which of these actors are involved or
should be involved. For example when a small firm with strong informal features is included it could be
very difficult in practice to retrieve reliable data that is needed as an input for a sophisticated methodology.
While the three questions cannot be fully answered bere, improvements of the methodology in the some
areas are recommended that are relevant to the investigated case. It is assumed that these recommended
adaptations have a certain degree of generalisation to other cases as well because many different companies
have similar characteristics. The recommended adaptations are:
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The black-box should be opened more so that all relevant processes are included. This adaptation could
be especially useful to (semi-) government officials. It will be explained further in paragraph 11.3.
The methodology should be simplified so that the applicability will get better. Only criteria should be
used that can be operationalized and that serve better the goals of a single company. This is explained in
paragraph 11.4.
The application of the methodology should be according to a strict model so that the reliability of the
results increases and that better comparisons can be made.

11.2

Inclusion of all relevant processes in methodology

As is already mentioned, when the true strengtbs and weaknesses of the company are known one can decide
whether a company can serve as a transferor (source of technology) or if a company needs support in this
area. In case a company can serve as a transferor this can mean an important step towards technologkal
self-reliance. Steward21 gives the following defmition of technologkal self-reliance:
Technologkal self-reliance is defined as the autonomous capacity to make and to imptement decisions and
thus to exercise choice and control overareasof partial technologkal dependenee or over a nation's relation
withother nations. Technologkal self-reliance can be effectively pursued only when a nation understands the
nature and extent of its technologkal dependence.
The core problem of a strategy aimed at promoting technologkal self-reliance is twofold. It involves, on the
one hand, the selection and management of foreign inputs, and on the other, the stimulation of indigenous
supplies of technology. The first task requires the existence of a well-developed capacity to select and
acquire technology from a variety of sourees and to adapt the imported technology and its products to eosure
that they can be absorbed by and can operate effectively in their new environment. The second task is to
initiate a autonomous process of technologkal innovation and development, which requires the mobilization
of the technology system.
This process of technologkal innovation requires more than the building-up of R&D institutions. Experience
has shown that local governments, local organizations, agricultural cooperatives and the like, as wellas
motivated individuals, can be technologkal innovators. Technologkal innovation is a bottorn-up process as
well as a top-down process: innovation comes from the users of technology as well as scientists and
engineers.
The practitioner at any level, particularly the shop-ftoor level, as wellas the end users are sourees of
significant innovative ideas of considerable potential. The great advantage of these ideas is that they often
reflect the first-hand experience and deep insight into the actual needs of the user. However, a considerable
engineering effort is needed to transform the basically sound concepts into economie reality. It is another
task of policy to promote the application of such first-hand experience and to facilitate the process of the
commercialization of new technologies.
This bottorn-up process of technologkal innovation exists also with the company under investigation but is

21

Extracted from: Technological self-reliance ofthe developing countries: towards operarionat strategies, part 15 of the
UNIDO Development and Transfer of Technology series.
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not revealed sufficiently with the Technology Content Assessment methodology because this methodology
focuses mainly at the primary production process. The following model of a transformation facility is
proposed that should serve as the basis for opening the black-box, see figure 11.1

Diffusion of technology

Figure 11.1: Basic model of a transformation facility that incorporates aspects related to production as well
aspects related to technology development.
The model shows a process of technology development. This means that the company can realize
adaptations, improvements or innovations in its own production process. Furthermore, this technology
development process could diffuse to other companies. Some examples from real practice are the selling of
some self developed tools to a sister company and practical training for students of local schools and the
university.
This process of technology development can be described in the same way as the production process using
the four components of technology. The results of this process can also be described using the components
of technology. In case of the sold tools it is diffusion of Technoware and for the traineeship it is mainly
Humanware. How this diffusion could take place will not be further discussed because this is an
investigation on its own. A basis for further research on the process of diffusion of technology in Tanzania
is laid down by Buskens22 • However, this study is basedon experience in the agricultural sector and
according to Buskeus this study doesn't allow generalizations. Furthermore, the innovation process in the
agricultural sector studied by Buskeus has a top-down character and differs therefore considerably.
The next step is the operationalization of this process of technology development. A useful basis can be
found in the ESCAP training manual on technology transfer3, in which the Koreau model is shown in

22

23

Vincent Buskens, A Theory about Diffusion of Innovations In developing Countries, practical experiences in Tanzania,
Eindhoven University of Technology, 1992.

Technology Transfer, an ESCAP training manual, United Nations Economie and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific.
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getting technological self-reliance, see figure 11.2.

lmprove the technologies
completely: rathink
redesign and rebuild

Engineering and
design expertise

Research and
development expertise
lnvent original technologies
as solutions to industrial t - - - - - - - . , . ,
problems

Project management
expertise

International
expertise
Export technologies as
!i censor: Technological
self-reliance

Figure 11.2: The Korean model of getting technological self-reliance (source: ESCAP training manual on
technology transfer).
Some of these stages can be traeed back in the company under investigation. In the first place, most
machinery is imported and these machines have been adapted so that they can meet the local conditions.
Furthermore, this machinery can be repaired and maintained to a certain extent. Secondly, regardless of the
fact that at this moment not many new product are developed, there exists a capability to modify the
technology so that new products can be produced. The remaining stages can not be found within this
company.
The stages can be used to indicate the level in which the transformation facility bas mastered the technology
used for production. To incorporate the stages into the Technology Content Assessment methodology it is
proposed to divide the technology development process of figure 11.1 into three departments that can exist
within a transformation facility, they are: maintenance, engineering and toolmaking, research and
development. The final model of the transformation facility is shown in figure 11.3. The three departments
can be described using the four components of technology.
The use of this model adds some important new items to the methodology. For instance, the sopbistkation of
the Technoware used by the tooi & die makerscan also be assessed now. Notall components withinthese
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departments have equal importance. Por rnainterrance for instanee Orgaware could bemost important
because rnainterrance bas to fit into the production schedule. Por research and development Humanware
could be most important because these activities are mainly mental effort. But, like the production process,
all four components are available to a certain extent.

I-

I

Input of technology

Technologr

Figure 11.3: Model of a transformation facility that incorporates departments that deal with the development
of technology as well.
Another advantage is that the comparisons can be made for two areas namely, the production process and
the technology development process. It might even be possible to make comparisons of the technology
development process withother (sub) sectors. In that case the usefulness of the methodology will increase
even more because it becomes visible which technologies are mastered well and which technologies aren't.
Pinally it can be concluded that the adapted methodology:
Gives a better impression of the strengtbs and weaknesses of a company ..
Can be applied more easily to the sheetmetal products subsector because of the strict model, but can
serve as a useful basis for other sectors as well.
Has an improved usefulness for policy and decision makers at government level (or related to the
government) compared to the existing methodology.

11.3

Choice of criteria

lt bas been indicated that the state-of-the-art criteria as, proposed by the Framework, are not easy to
operationalize. These criteria have been developed in a period that they were based on monetary values.
However, lately, productivity or performance measurements have been developed that look at technical
relationships, see appendix XIII. Furthermore, performance measurements serve the needs of a company
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much better than state-of-the-art criteria
Orelio2\ who looked at the usefulness of the Technology Content Assessment approach from a company
point of view, recommended to judge technology on its performance insteadof its sophistication. The
performance of a company should be expressed in the decision attributes costs, quality, flexibility and time
of the technology components and of the output.
Considering this, it is therefore recommended to use productivity or performance measurements that are not
basedon monetary values. A rather comprehensive description of these productivity measurements can be
found in the "Handbook for Productivity Measurement and Improvement" (1993).
According to Campi25 , today, corporations are finding it impossible to compete on the implied performance
measured solely by the financial results reported at the end of on accounting cycle. The contrast between the
traditional view of performance measurement and that required by world class organizations is shown in
figure 11.4. This figure shows that for companies that are competing on the global market other indicators
are necessary among which indicators of product development and operations (production), so indicators that
look at technologkal aspects.
The handhook further elaborates on how to measure and improve productivity (or performance) in for
example research organizations, maintenance departments, service industries, staff departments and
government and nonprofit institutions.
Thor6 describes the system of "benchmarking" which is used to indicate the gatbering of quantitative data,
either physical or fmancial, to oompare the performance of different organizations. Benchmarking can be
done within an organization, plant versus plant, and region versus region, up to a point. Benchmarking of
some elementscan also be done with companies in other unrelated industries. But the most useful benchmarking comes from the same industry. The problem is that this is the most difficult to accomplish, because it is
hard to generate cooperative efforts among competitors.
The main industry benchmarking that has been done is mandatory government statistkal projects and trade
association based. The government data is usually gathered for purposes of macroeconomie policy
determination and is not organized as presented in a way to be very useful in firm-level performance
improvement. An exception is the Canadian Interfirm Comparison Program27 •
The Canadian Interfirm Comparison Program is and individualized service of Industry, Science and
Technology Canada for manufacturing and other enterprises operatingin Canada. lts objectives are: a) To
help business firms improve their productivity and profitability and thus become more competitive in
dornestic and international markets; b) To promotetheuse of productivity measurement techniques at the
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Orelio, A.Y., Production Technologies Analysis, a casestudy on the production of aluminium doors and windows in
Tanzania, Eindhoven, 1995.
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Campi, J.P., Breaking the Paradigm of Performance Measurement, Handhook of Productivity Measurement and
/mprovement, Portland, 1993.
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Thor, C.G., lndustry Benchmarking, Handhook of Productivity Measurement and lmprovement, Portland, 1993.

27

Described by Carl G. Thor in Handbook of Productivity Measurement and Improvement.
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firm or plant level and their integration with profitability measurement. Also to encourage the search for the
impravement of productivity and efficiency; c) To provide better knowledge of the strengtbs and weaknesses
of Canadian industry in order to help Departmental decisionmakers develop the most useful policies for the
business sector.
The approach of the Canadian Interfirm Comparison Program is to compare firms, that are manufacturing a
same type of product or are engaged in a similar type of activity, on a highly standardized basis and in the
most critical aspectsoftheir operations. Participation on the program is entirely voluntary. In any industry
sector analyzed, only the participating companies are provided with the results of the comparison. The
individual company report prepared on the results of each participating firm is not shown to anyone but the
management of the firm concemed. Overall industry results are used by the Department for policy
formulation guidance. All company data collected are treated in absolute confidentiality and are use for
interfirm comparison purposes only. At this moment 2, 700 enterprises of all sizes out of a total of eightyfive industry sectors are participating.

Performance Measurement

WCM Focus

Traditional Focus

I

EPS
ROl
Cash Flow, etc.

Financial
Results

Figure 11.4: Traditional accounting versus World Class requirements (source: Handhook of Productivity
Measurement and Improvement).
This example in Canada shows that it is possible to have an database or atlas containing technologkal
information of competing enterprises, of which the participating enterprisescan take advantage. The project,
which bas much in common with the Technology Atlas Team approach, bas been applied in practice and
could therefore serve as a base for further impravement of the Technology Atlas Team approach.
While the Canadian program is basedon mainly monetary indicators, Thor claims that there is no limit to
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the variety of parameters that can be benchmarked. Some examples are (source: Handbook for Productivity
Measurement and Improvement):

Productivity
- output/labour hour or employee
- output/raw material(s)
- output/energy use
- output/capita! employed
- output/packaging costs
- output/process water use
- output/maintenance hour or cost
- output/work-in-process inventory

Quality
- percent scrap of raw material
- percent rework
- percent rnisdelivery
- percent incomplete delivery
- customer return rate
-percent work-in-process due to quality failure
- percent scrap of packaging
- unplanned equipment downtime

Timeliness
- percent on time to truck
- percent on time from supplier
- cycle time of main product (order to delivery)
- cycle time of main product ( plant start to truck)

Other
- employee turnover
- absenteeism
- process equipment utilization
- computer utilization
- vehicle utilization
- backlog
- percent overtime
Some of these parameters are already measured within the firm under study. For example, the percentage of
scrap of the raw material has been used to compare with the scrap percentage of a sister company in Kenya
whowas producing the samekind of products. The difference between two percentages was one of the
reasoos take direct action in improving the current way of production.
Some suggested performance measures for a maintenance department are (source: Handbook for Productivity
Measurement and Improvement):
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Productivity
- tool and supplies use
- percent idle time
- maintenance cost/throughput
- percent overtime
- maintenance cost/unit of equipment

Quality
- defect or error frequency
- call-back frequency
- percent downtime

Timeliness
-percent on time vs. promises
- percent emergency orders
-percent on time vs. customer need
- backlog level

Other
- absenteeism
- records completeness
- percent maintenance done by operators
lt will oot be further investigated which indicators will suit best companies in Tanzania because these
indicators are mainly basedon the needof western companies. However, companies in Tanzania have to

compete more and more on the dornestic market with products of foreign enterprises and will therefore also
have to imptement western ideas about performance. Similar performance measures cao be made for the
other departments as well, these will oot be further mentioned.
Finally it cao be concluded that the use of performance criteria, basedon teehoical relationships:
Cao be easier applied because much research has been done in this area already, and practical
experience is available.
Serves directly the goals of the company that participates and will therefore increase the usefulness and
applicability of the methodology.

11.4

Merging the adaptations into a new technometric model

The techno-economie model that is recommended by the authors of the Framework directly links the results
of state-of-the-art criteria with an assessed degree of sophistication (see the formulas in appendix VIII). This
approach, which willoot be discussed further, seems to be a bit artificial and is less useful when using only
performance criteria instead of state-of-the-art criteria. A different approach could be to separate both
procedures. In that case, the tables which are used to assess the degree of sophistication should be adapted
so that they are easier applicable in companies operating in Tanzania. Furthermore, the upper and lower
limitsof sophistication should be replaced by single indicator that tells what class/stage a eertaio item of
Technoware or category of Humaoware occupies. Also new tables could be developed that cao classify a
maintenance departmentor an engineering department. Using a simple formula, these classifications could be
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tumed into a single indicator that presents the overall degree of sophistication. This indicator could
especially be of use at (semi-) government level.
The other procedure, which is performance measurement, gives an performance indicator which can be of
use for managers at firm level on the one hand, on the other hand for policy makers or decision makers to
evaluate the performance of different companies using technologies of different levels of sophistication.
Doing so one gets two different indicators that can serve different actors.

11.5

Condusion

The black box called technology has been opened further in a way that more relevant process have become
visible. Besides the primary production process other processes conceming the development or
intemalisation of technology have been included. The degree of sophistication of the components of these
processes can be assessed in the same way as the production process, using the classification procedure as
proposed by the Technology Atlas Team. However, it is recommended to improve those tables and to
develop new classification tables (based on the existing ones) that can be used to classify maintenance,
engineering and research activities.
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directly serve the goals of the investigated company and much literature and practical experience is available
on this subject. Lately much research in this area is being done on the technical relationship between input
and outputs of all kinds. So indicators are no longer based only on monetary values. Furthermore, performance criteria can be used for both the production process and the technology development process .
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The recommendation for further research explained above is also applicable at meso or macro level. At this
level different actors are operating that have a voice in technology related matters. It is therefore necessary
to know who those actors are, what their needs are conceming a certain methodology, and also what their
limitations are.
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Finally, it can be said that the adaptations mentioned above can turn the Technology Content Assessment
methodology into a more realistic tool to help decision- and policymakers at any level.
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Appendix I Product range
The table below shows all products that have been produced by MPL in the past. Some of them, especially
the high quality ware are no longer produced. Others are only produced occasionally.

Nr.

Product name

Different
sizes

Regul ar
production

1

Sufurias (sets)

6 sets

yes

2

Bakudies

4

no

3

Basins

4

no

4

Rice plate & Thailas

6

no

5

Keules

6

yes

6

Mug cups

3

yes

7

Tiffin carriers

3

no

8

Ubha dabas

4

no

9

Water jugs

2

no

10

Water filter

1

no

11

Milk cans

1

no

12

Frying-pans

3

yes

13

Dabas

2

stopped

14

Stew-pans

3

yes

15

Casserales

3

no

16

Quality ware stew-pans

5

stopped

17

Quality ware casserales

5

stopped

18

Quality ware frying-pans

3

stopped

19

Quality ware milk pans

2

stopped

20

Quality ware omelette pans

2

stopped

21

Quality ware egg steamer

1

stopped
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Appendix 11 Description of different operations and layout of
factory
This appendix presents a description of all different operations that are executed in the production process of
Metal Products LTD. A layout of the factory is given on the last page of this appendix.
Oiling
All aluminium circles are oiled before being send to the presses. The oil bas to facilitate the pressing
process. The bundies circles are unpacked and put manually on a small conveyer carries them through oiled
brushes.

Pressing
The presses form the core of the factory. The aluminium circles will at least undergo one drawing operation,
depending on the reduction that is needed. There are presses of different size. The smallest press draws
circles up to 7 inch and 22 gauge (0.711 mm). The most heavy press transforms circles up to 36 inch and
gauge 16 (1.63 mm) with a maximum force of 50 tons. All presses are manually loaded and unloaded.
Because of the many sizes of sufurias there are as many dies and punches. This also means that die and
punch have to be changed regularly to be able to produce all types of products.

Trimming
The trimming lathe removes the raw fringe that is caused by the pressing operation. The product loaded
manually into a simple lathe and the fringe is removed with a chisel. This scrap is send to the melting oven.

Spinning
The sametype of lathe is used for spinning the kettles. A wooden mould is put into the initial shape. Then
the kettle's fmal shape is formed by a manual powered wooden stick. Afterwards the kettie is trimmedon
the same lathe.

Polishing
Only ketties and mug cups are polisbed on the outside. The products are tumed at high speed while the
operator polishes the surface.

Assembling
All ketties need a hole for the spout and some holes for rivets where the handles are to be fixed. This is
done with some manually powered hole punching machines. Dies are used to position the kettie in the tooi.
All products with handles like ketties and mug cups need assembly. Most assembling is done on the same
type of machines as used for the punching. Mainly aluminium rivets are used to fix the parts. In case of the
frying and stew-pans screws and nuts are used for fixing handles.
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Washing
At this moment only ketties are wasbed manually piece by piece. There is however a washing line that is not
being used. This machine is equipped with a conveyer. Only loading and unloading is done manually. When
operating chemieals and water under pressure are used to clean the products.

Packaging
Packaging of sufurias is done in pieces of sisal that are bound together with a piece of rope.

Cutting
Two electric cutting machines are available to cut sheet material into strips that are needed to produce
handles and all kind of clips.

Rolling
Some strips are rolled in a small rolling machine to create handles without sharp edges.

Blanking
Some strips are the input for small presses with blanking dies for the clips. The scrap is collected and send
to the melting oven.

Bending
Simple manual powered press tools (same type as for hole punching) are used tobend clips and give it the
final shape.

Melting
All scrap from trimming and blanking is melted in an oven.

Casting
The melt is poured into casting-moulds forthespouts for the kettles. The remaining scrap poured in bar
shaped moulds and retumed to the supplier (ALAF).
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Appendix 111 Product specifications
The tables with product specifications on the next pages is part of the data that was presented to MPL. These
tables contain all specifications of the different sufurias and sufuria sets. The dimensions served as an input
for further analysis for product improvement while the figures on input and output weight could serve
directly for production purposes. One purpose was to compare the expected scrap (according tothese tables)
with the measured scrap. Unacceptable differences seemed to exist between those two figures so. Actions
were undertaken to find out the reason of these differences. So the tables were of direct use for bookkeeping.
The drawing below gives the dimensions that were measured (d, hand w). The radia r 1 and r2 were
measured at the die respectively punch.

w

-

.

w

d

....

I
I

1(,

I

/'

I

I
I

~

t

I
I

I

r2

~

'-.

I

I
I

l
I

Figure /l/.1: Important dimensions of a sufuria.
The gauge (G) is similar to the thickness (t) of the material.

22
20
18
16

G
G
G
G

= 0.711 mm

= 0.914 mm
= 1.22 mm

= 1.63 mm
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~,.~ PSrUoFdFURuctAspecifications

!!

1

ALUMINIUM CIRCLE (SOFT ALUMINIUM)
Circle

Code

Weight

h

d

Volume

w

Weight

(kg)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Litre

(kg)

Suffuria 10"

10

22

0.0962

155.0

55.4

11.6

1.04

0.090

Suffuria 11"

11

22

0.1163

164.3

63.8

12.6

1.34

0.113

22

0.1385

179.9

71.4

13.3

1.80

0.136

189.6

81.6

13.1

2.28

0.157

12

Suffuria 13"

13

22

0.1625

Suffuria 14"

14

22

0.1885

205.5

87.1

15.9

2.87

0.186

Suffuria 15"

15

22

0.2164

216.7

96.4

15.8

3.53

0.207

Suffuria 16"

16

22

o.2462

I 228.9

104.7

11.1

4.27

0.246

Suffuria 17"

17

22

0.2779

242.1

108.6

20.2

4.97

0.267

Suffuria 18"

18

22

0.3116

255.5

119.7

19.1

6.10

0.290

Suffuria 19"

19

22

0.3472

266.2

130.1

19.5

7.20

0.333

Suffuria 20"

20

22

0.3847

284.9

132.5

19.8

8.40

0.367

Suffuria 21"

21

22

0.4242

299.8

135.2

21.6

9.49

0.390

Weight

ALUMINIUM CIRCLE (SOFT ALUMINIUM)

Product Specifications

Input

SUFFURIAS (existing dimensions)

Circle
Product Description

I

Output
Gauge

Weight
(kg)

Inch

d

h

w

Volume

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Litre

(kg)
0.570

22

20

0.5986

I 315.2

143.8

21.6

11.15

23

20

0.6542

327.4

153.7

22.1

12.86

0.630

Suffuria 24"

24

18

0.9498

340.6

162.5

21.7

14.80

0.903

Suffuria 25"

25

18

1.0306

358.8

165.4

22.2

16.60

0.970

Suffuria 26"

26

18

1.1147

372.6

174.8

21.5

19.05

1.064

Suffuria 27"

27

18

1. 2021

392.5

178.9

19.4

21.64

1.159

Suffuria

I

34"

34

16

2.5417

480.2

231.5

32.4

41.63

Suffuria 35"

35

16

2.6934

499.0

231.0

35.5

44.86

Suffuria 36"

36

16

2.8495

517.9

234.6

32.6

49.04

I

i

Suffuria 23"

Suffuria 22"

I

Gauge

Inch

Product Description

Suffuria 12"

Code

output

Input

(existing dimensions)

I

I

I

Lid for 34" suffuria

-r

21"

20

0.5454

11

Lid for 35" suffuria

il

22"

20

0.5986

I

Lid for 36" suffuria

11

2 3"

20

0.6542

I

Specificatiens Sets/Assemblies
SUFFURIA SETS (Existing sets)
Code

IIE'l'AL PROIXJCTS LIIfi'rED

Input

Output

Weight

Weight

Description

(kg)

(kg)

Suffuria set 10/19", 10 piece set

2.102

2.025

Suffuria set 11/20", 10 piece set

2.390

2.302

Suffuria set 12/21". 10 piece set

2.698

2.579

Suffuria set 20/23", 4 piece set

2.293

Suffuria set 24/27", 4 piece set

4.297

Suffuria set 34/36", 3 piece set, +lid

9.883

AUJifiNIUif DIVISION
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Appendix IV

Calculation of new sizes sufurias

The goal was to design sufurias with dimensions (d, h, w, r 1 and r2) chosen in such a way that:
The volume is rounded of for example 1 litre, 5 litre etc;
The height has a value that is easy to control for production purposes;
The neerled blank sizes is reduced to a minimum.
These steps will be further explained below.
Volume:
The volume of a body is easily calculated with equation 1:

Equation 1

At this stage d and h are not known.
Height:
The height should be close to existing sufurias, see Appendix lil, but have fixed increases in height for
example 50, 60, 70 mm etc.
Blank size:
The neerled blank size should be minimal. With the supplier of the circles ALAF it was already agreed that
alsoother sizes (121h inch, 13 1h inch etc.) could be supplied. To calculate the blank size neerled one can use
equation 2. This equation calculates the surface area of the sufuria and translates it toa circle size. The
aluminium circle should at least have this size, but in practice a margin is needed.

Equation 2

with

Equation 3

The sections 11 to 15 and the eentres of gravity for each section x 1 to x5 are shown in the drawing below. The
values of these variables can be diverted from d, h, w, r 1 and r2 •

X2

= (d/2)+rd2 * r/tr)
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15

= (d/2)-r2

Because of the number of equations it was decided to use a spreadsheet (Lotus 123) to calculate different
possibilities. These results were printed and discussed with the Works Manager. The use of the computer
made it fast and easy to change the variables when the outcome was not satisfactory.
The final results are presented in appendix V.
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I
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~14.
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I
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x~
-x"

x1

....

Figure IV. I: Sections and eentres of gravity for blank calculation.
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Appendix V Specificatien of new design
In table V.1 the finallist of specifications for the new sufurias is presented. This list was approved by the
Works Manager. The 'Usable Volume' indicates also the new name of the sufuria. The 'Physical Volume'
indicates the volume when calculated with equation 1, see Appendix IV. The height is standardized with
fixed increases of 10 mm and for bigger sufurias 5 mm.
When this list is compared with the list of existing sufurias one can notice the following:
The capacities of the first five sufurias (1 to 5 litre) are bigger than the existing sufurias while using the
same circle size. In those case it was not possible to use a smaller circle size but the same circle is
optimized.
The circle sizes needed for the next eight sufurias (3. 5 to 11 litre) and the last three sufurias (40 to 50
litre) are smaller by halfan inch while the volumes differ just a little with the existing sufurias. In these
casethereis a material reduction!
This means that the new sufurias can replace the existing ones without changing the market names.
When comparing an old type "15 inch sufuria" with a new type 3.5 litre sufuria (circle size 14.5 inch) there
is an material reduction of 6.5 percent. In case of a "36 inch sufuria" the material reduction is 2.8 percent.
How much money will be saved on material costs depends on the relative quantities in which the sufurias are
produced. It is expected to have an average material cost reduction of between 2 and 3 percent.

Table V. I: Specifications for new sujurias.

t
I

~

Us.Vol

Ph .Vol

1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
40
45
50

1.04
1.51
2.02
2.51
3.07
3.53
4.10
5.02
6.01
7.02
8.03
9.13
11.01
13.10
15.07
17.02
19.02
21.06
41.12
45.26
50.05

Height Diam. Flan ge Rad .Die Rad.Pun Blank.D
h (mm) d (mm) w (mm) r1 (mm) r2(mm) D(mm)
55.0
155.0
4
10.0
10
246.9
65.0
172.0
10.0
4
10
278.2
75.0
185.0
10.0
4
10
305.0
85.0
194.0
10.0
4
10
327.2
95.0 203.0
12.0
4
10
351.8
100.0 212.0
12.0
4
10
367.9
105.0 223.0
12.0
4
10
386.3
110.0 241.0
4
12.0
10
412.8
115.0 258.0
12.0
7
10
436.6
120.0 273.0
18.0
7
10
467.5
125.0 286.0
18.0
7
10
488.2
130.0 299.0
18.0
7
10
508.9
145.0 311.0
20.0
7
10
542.7
155.0 328.0
23.0
7
10
577.6
165.0 341.0
7
10
23.0
604.0
170.0 357.0
28.0
7
10
634.7
175.0 372.0
28.0
7
10
657.8
180.0 386.0
28.0
7
10
679.7
235.0
472.0
32.0
10
13
844.0
240.0 490.0
32.0
10
13
870.6
245.0 510.0
10
13
899.5
32.0
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Blank.D
D (inch)
9.72
10.95
12.01
12.88
13.85
14.48
15.21
16.25
17.19
18.40
19.22
20.03
21.36
22.74
23.78
24.99
25.90
26.76
33.23
34.28
35.41

Scrap%
(thee.)

Spec. For New Circle
(inch)
t(mm) wgt (kg)
10
0.6
0.082
5.5'1
11
0.6
0.100
0.8
-0.1
12
0.6
0.119
1.8
13
0.6
0.139
2.1
14
0.6
0.162
0.2
14.5
0.6
0.173
3.7
15.5
0.6
0.198
3.0 !
16.5
0.7
0.262
3.5
0.7
0.295
17.5
1.0
18.5
0.9
0.423
2.9
19.5
0.9
0.470
4.5 I;.20.5
0.9
0.520
21.5
0.9
0.572
1.3
0.9
0.654
23
2.2 (
1.8
24
1.2
0.950
25
1.2
1.031
26
1.2
1.115
1.8
27
1.2
1.202
1.6
33.5
1.6
2.467
1.3
34.5
1.6
2.617
0.5
35.5
1.6
2.771

i

:l

Appendix VI

Specificatiens of new sufuria sets

On the next page the two new sets are presented that were approved by the Works Manager. The 'Economy
Set' consistsof the small sufurias with a sheet thickness of 0.5 mm. This set is intended to be used by small
families with very low income. Because of the thinner material used the sufurias will be cheaper than the
comparable existing sizes. It is known that the customer is well aware of the thickness of sufurias which for
himlher is similar to the quality of the sufuria. However it is expected that a thinner sheet material for the
smallest sufurias is still acceptable, especially for those with very low income.
Another set that is approved is the 'Superior Set'. This set consistsof larger sufurias (medium size) which
are quite common for kitchen use. The thickness (which means quality) of the sufuria is 1.2 mm. The choice
of the thicker material will make these sufurias more expensive than the comparable existing ones. It is
expected that some customers are willing to pay more for a better quality sufuria that lasts longer.
Some market research is being done by the Sales Department but most choices conceming the composition
of the sets is basedon the intuition and experience of the Works Manager. Time willleam how customers
will react to the new sets.
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METAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
Proposed set: ECONOMY SET
Date: may 20, 1994
Version: 1
Filename: ECONOMY.WK1
SET TYPE: I
Type Us.Vol

A
B

c
E

1.5
2
3

SET TYPE: 11
Type Us.Vol
A
B

c
D
E
F

G

1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4

Height Diam.
Flan ge
h (mm) d (mm) w(mm)
1.04
55.0 155.0
10.0
1.51
65.0
172.0
10.0
75.0
185.0
10.0
2.02
3.07
95.0 203.0
12.0

Spec. For New Circle
t(mm) wgt (kg)
(inch)
0.069
10
0.5
11
0.5
0.083
12
0.5
0.099
14
0.5
0.135

Spec. Old Circle
(inch)
t(mm) wgt (kg)
0.7
0.096
10
11
0.7
0.116
0.7
0.139
12
0.189
14
0.7

Height Diam.
Flange
h (mm) d (mm) w(mm)
10.0
55.0 155.0
65.0
172.0
10.0
75.0
185.0
10.0
85.0
194.0
10.0
95.0 203.0
12.0
100.0 212.0
12.0
105.0 223.0
12.0

Spec. For New Circle
(inch)
t(mm) wgt (kg)
10
0.5
0.069
0.083
11
0.5
12
0.5
0.099
13
0.5
0.116
14
0.5
0.135
14.5
0.5
0.144
15.5
0.5
0.165

Spec. Old Circle
(inch)
t(mm) wgt (kg)
10
0.7
0.096
11
0.7
0.116
0.7
0.139
12
0.163
13
0.7
14
0.7
0.189
0.7
0.216
15
0.7
0.246
16

Ph .Vol

Ph.Vol
1.04
1.51
2.02
2.51
3.07
3.53
4.10

._"ETAL PRODUCTS LIMITED
Proposed set: SUPERIOR SET
Date: may 23, 1994
Version: 1
filename: SUPERIOR.WK1

SET TYPE: I
Type Us.Vol

G
I
K

4
6
8

SET TYPE: 11
Type Us.Vol

G
H
I

J
K
L
M

4
5
6
7
8
9
11

Ph .Vol

Height Diam.
Flange
h (mm) d (mm) w(mm)
4.10
105.0 223.0
12.0
6.01
115.0 258.0
12.0
8.03
125.0 286.0
18.0

Ph.Vol
4.10
5.02
6.01
7.02
8.03
9.13
11.01

Height Diam.
Flange
h (mm) d (mm) w(mm)
12.0
105.0 223.0
110.0 241.0
12.0
115.0 258.0
12.0
120.0 273.0
18.0
125.0 286.0
18.0
130.0 299.0
18.0
145.0 311.0
20.0

Spec. For New Circle
(inch)
t(mm) wgt (kg)
15.5
1.2
0.396
17.5
1.2
0.505
19.5
1.2
0.627

Spec. Old Circle
(inch)
t(mm) wgt (kg)
16
0.7
0.246
18
0.7
0.312
0.7
20
0.385

Spec. For New Circle
(inch)
t(mm) wgt (kg)
15.5
1.2
0.396
16.5
1.2
0.449
17.5
1.2
0.505
18.5
1.2
0.564
0.627
19.5
1.2
0.693
20.5
1.2
1.2
0.762
21.5

Spec. Old Circle
t(mm) wgt (kg)
(inch)
16
0.7
0.246
17
0.7
0.278
18
0.7
0.312
19
0.7
0.347
0.7
20
0.385
0.7
0.424
21
0.9
0.599
22
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Appendix VIl

Stretch-out of fastening clip

The blanking die being the first tooi made was also the most difficult one. The shape of this die is equal to
the outline of flat clip as shown in the figure below. The rough shape could be made with a rnilling machine.
Next was grinding to get the curves and the sharp edges. It was decided by the Tooi and Die makers to
integrate the punching of the two 3 mm holes at the top of the clip. The other two holes needed a separate
tooi, so a separate stage in producing the clip. After finishing the tooi the die was hardened and annealed.

50
3 3x)

4

21

5

22

Figure V//.1: Dimensions of stretch-out.
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Appendix VIII A Model for Technology Content Assessment

The model that has been used basically seeks to measure the joint contribution of the four components of
technology towards the overall technological sophistication of the transformation facility. This joint
contribution may be called the "technology contribution" made by the four components of technology to the
transformation facility.
The Technology Contribution Coefficient (TCC) is a measure that represents the joint contribution of the
four components of technology. The TCC of a firm indicates the technology contribution of the total
transformation process towards the output. lt can be seen as a technology content added per unit output or
the difference between the technology content of the output and that of the input.
The TCC can be calculated as follows:

equation 1
Here, the T, H, I and 0 refer to the individual contributions made by Technoware, Humanware, Infoware
and Orgaware. The Bt, Bh, Bi and Bo refer to the intensity of contribution of each component of technology
towards TCC.
The multiplicative function for TCC has the following properties which appear to explain certain practical
situations reasonably well.

1. The TCC function shows that T, H, I and 0 should be strictly non-zero. This is in accordance with the
statement that no transformation activity is possible without all four components of technology.
2.

Experience shows that the law of diminishing returns begins to operatewhen attempts are made to
increase technology levels by increasing the degree of sophistication of one component while keeping
others constant. The partial differentiation of TCC (equation 1) with respect to T, for instance, shows
that:
o(TCC)

TCC

---=Bt--

oT

equation 2

T

This expression shows that the phenomenon outlined above will be satisfied in the case of Technoware
if,

0

< Bt < 1

equation 3

Such conclusions can also be drawn regarding H, I and 0 by carrying out similar partial differentiation
exercises.
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3.

It can be shown that
d(TCC)

dT

= Bt - - +
TCC

T

dH
Bh - H

dl

dO

+ Bi - - + Bo - -

equation 4

0

I

----~-----This

shows that the proportionate increase of TCC would be equal to the sum of the proportionate
increases in the four components weighted by the B's. lf all four components are increased by the same
proportion p the equation 4 would reduce to
d(TCC)

= p [Bt + Bh + Bi + Bo]

equation 5

TCC

/ (

Thus, if

Bt

+ Bh + Bi + Bo

equation 6
of decreasing, neutralor increasing returns to scale.

The operationalizationof the TCC function however, requires that estimates be made of T, H, I, 0, Bt, Bh,
Bi, Bo. This estimation procedure must also have the capability of helping torank similar types of
transformation facilities in increasing or decreasing order of technological sophistication. One possible
procedure comprising of five steps is outlined below. These steps are:
1. Estimation of the degrees of sophistication
2. State-of-the-art assessment
3. Determination of the component contributions
4. Assessment of the component contribution intensities
5. Computation of TCC
These five steps will be discussed in more detail.

Step 1: Estimation of degrees of sophistication
A classification of increasing degrees of sophistication of Technoware, Humanware, Infoware and Orgaware
can be found in appendix IX. A possible scoring procedure is outlined in table VIII.1 for determining the
degrees of sophistication of the components of technology. The Framework suggests a particular procedure
with a range of 1 through 9. The overlap between successive levels has been introduced to indicate that in
actual practice a clear demarcation between consecutive levels may not be possible. Hutjes (1993) proposed
an alternative scoring procedure showing less overlap. This scoring is presentedas well in the same table.
The scoring procedure may be applied toa transformation facility as follows:
a)

First, a qualitative examination of the four components of technology at the transformation facility is
carried out and all relevant technological information is collected.
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b) Based on the qualitative examination, all major items of Technoware at the transformation facility are
identified. Also the majorcategoriesof Humanware at the transformation facility have to be identified.
One possible categorization of Humanware which may be used could be: workers, supervisors,
executives and managers, and R&D personnel. However, in the case of Infoware and Orgaware it is
proposed that all evaluations be made only at the overall firm level.
c)

At any transformation facility operatingat prescribed levels, in genera!, a range of alternatives may be
available in terms of degrees of sophistication for each component of technology. There will, however,
be a minimum degree of sophistication required for each component of technology. This may be called
the lower limit of technological sophistication. On the other hand there is also a maximum degree
possible for each component which may be called the upper limit of technological sophistication. In
practice, the choice of the degrees of sophistication at a transformation facility would depend on the
characteristics of the material inputs, attributes required of the material outputs, related economie factors
and other social, legal and politica! considerations. Thus, when the degrees of sophistication of the
technology components are being evaluated at a transformation facility, it would be necessary to
determine both the lower and the upper limits of technological sophistication. Let the lower and upper
limits of technological sophistication for each item i of Technoware be denoted by LTi and UTi
respectively. Let the lower and upper limits for each category j of Humanware be LHj and UHj
respectively. Since the degrees of Infoware and Orgaware are evaluated at firm level, let the lower and
upper limits forthese components be LI, UI and LO, UO respectively. According to the proposed
scoring procedure in the 'Framework' all the upper limits will be less than or equal to 9 while the lower
limits will be greater than or equal to 1.

Step 2: State-of-the-art assessment
Once the lower and the upper limits of sophistication of the four components of technology are obtained, the
position of each component between these two limits will depend on its status with regard to the state-of-theart. For instanee a component which is state-of-the-art would occupy the upper limit. The determination of
the status of a component of technology with regard to the state-of-the-art requires in depth knowledge of
technica! and related performance specifications not only at the type of transformation facility being studied
but also at "best in the world" plants. This task will therefore require considerable inputs from technica! and
other specialists whoare well versed in operations of the type of transformation facility being studied. In
appendix X, a set of generic criteria is presented for guiding the assessment of the state-of-the-art of the four
components of technology.
The applied procedure for the assessment of the state-of-the-art is as follows:
a)

Using the suggested genericcriteria a set of specific quantifiable criteria is developed for each
component of technology.

b) The specific criteria that have been developed are then used to develop a state-of-the-art rating system.
Each criteria is given a score of 10 forthebest in the world and a score of 0 for the lowest permissible
specification.
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Table Vl//.1: Scoring procedure of Framework and alternative procedure of Hutjes for the jour components
of technology (source: United Nations ESCAP, 1989).
Degrees of sophistication of the four components of technology
Technoware

Humaoware

Infoware

Orgaware

Score
according to
Framework

Score
according to
Hutjes

Manual
Facilities

Operating
Ahilities

Familiarizing
Facts

Striving
Framework

1

2

3

1

2

3

Powered
Facilities

Setting-up
Ahilities

Descrihing
Facts

Tie-up
Framework

2

3

4

3

4

5

General
Purpose
Facilities

Repairing
Ahilities

Specifying
Facts

Venturing
Framework

3

4

5

5

6

7

Special
Purpose
Facilities

Reproducing
Ahilities

Utilizing Facts

Protecting
Framework

4

5

6

7

8

9

Automatic
Facilities

Adapting
Ahilities

Comprehending
Facts

Stahilizing
Framework

5

6

7

9

10

11

Computerized
Facilities

Improving
Ahilities

Generalizing
Facts

Prospecting
Framework

6

7

8

11

12

13

Integrated
Facilities

Innovating
Ahilities

Assessing Facts

Leading
Framework

7

8

9

13

14

15

c)

Basedon the procedure outlined ahove, the state-of-the-art rating of Technoware, Humanware, Infoware
and Orgaware may he ohtained using the following expressions:
1.

State-of-the-art rating of Technoware item i
1 Ektik
STi

= --10

k

= 1,2 .... ~

equation 7

~

where tik is the k'th criteria score for Technoware item i,
2.

State-of-the-art rating of Humanware category j
1 E1hii
SHj = - -

10

1 = 1,2 ... .lh

equation 8

lh

where hii is the i'th criteria score for Humanware itemj,
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3.

State-of-the-art rating of Infoware
1 Emfm
SI=--

m

= 1,2 .... IDr

equation 9

where fm is the m'th criteria score for Infoware at the firm level,

4.

State-of-the-art rating of Orgaware
1 E.o.
S0=-10

n

= 1,2 .... n"

equation JO

n"

where o. is the n'th criteria score for Orgaware at the firm level.
The division by 10 is carried out to normalize the ratings between 0 and 1. lt may be noted that the STi,
SHj, SI and SO expressions imply that all the criteria used for assessing the state-of-the-art have equal
weightages. However, if there are reasons to believe that some criteria deserve a greater weightage than the
others then the expression could be suitably modified.

Step 3: Determination of the component contributions
Based on the knowledge of the limitsof sopbistkation and the state-of-the-art ratings, the component
contributions may be calculated as follows:
Ti

= 1/9 [LTi + STi(UTi- LTi)]

equation IJ

Hj

= 1/9 [LHj + SHj(UHj - LHj)]

equation 12

I

0

= 119 [LI + SI(UI - Ll)]
= 1/9 [LO + SO(UO - LO)]

equation 13
equation 14

The Ti value indicates the contribution of each item i of Technoware while the Hj value indicates the
contribution of each category j of Humanware. The division by 9 is used so that the contribution of a
component at the state-of-the-art would be 1. When the alternative scoring procedure of Hutjes is used, the
division will be by 15.
To obtain the overall Technoware and Humanware contributions at the firm level the Ti and Hj values may
be aggregated using appropriate weights. Thus,

T=

equation 15
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H=

equation 16

Step 4: Assessment of component contribution intensities
The component contribution intensities J3t, J3h, J3i and J3o can be calculated by using the in pairs comparison
matrix approach. The procedure may be summarized as follows:
1.

Por the transformation facility under consideration, the four components of technology are arranged
hierarchically in order of increasing importance. The J3's corresponding to these components are then
arranged in the sameorder as the relative importance.

2.

The relative importance of a J3 value at a particular level is measured by a procedure of in pairs
comparisons. The metbod of in pairs comparison is carried out because an individual cannot, in general,
simultaneously compare and rank several elements based on a given criteria. However, it is easy to
compare a pair of elements at a time and the metbod of in pairs comparison is based on this recognition.
Thus, when two J3's are compared, the relative importance of one over the other may be obtained by
using a relative importance scale, see table VIII.1.

3.

lf the four J3 's are arranged in a hierarchy there would be 16 paired comparisons and these comparisons
can be shown from of a 4x4 square matrix. lt can be shown that an eigenvalue analysis of this matrix
will preserve ordinal preferences among the J3's being compared.

Table Vll/.2: Relative importance scale for evaluating component contribution intensities (source: United
Nations ESCAP, 1989).

Intensity of
importance

Defmition

Explanation

1

Equal importance

Two activities contribute equally to one
objective

3

Weak importance of one over
the other

There is evidence favouring one activity over
another but it is not conclusive

5

Essential or strong importance

Good evidence and logical criteria exist to
show that one is more important

7

Demonstrated importance

Conclusive evidence shows the importance of
one activity over another

9

Absolute importance

The evidence in favour of one activity over
another is of the highest possible order of
affirmation

2,4,6,8

Intermediate values between
two adjacent judgements

Compromise is needed
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Step 5: Computation of TCC
Using the values of T, H, I, 0 and the B's the Technology Contribution Coefficient (TCC) can be calculated
using equation 1. The maximum value of TCC will be one.
The TCC of a firm indicates the technology contribution of the total transformation operation towards the
output. Put differently, the TCC may also be viewed as the Technology Content Added (TCA) per unit
output. Viewed in this manner, a firm with a larger output will add more technology than one with the same
TCC but a lower output. Thus, TCA is proportional to both TCC and output.
The TCA may also be viewed as the difference between the technology content of the outputs and that of the
inputs. Por a transformation facility, the technology content of its inputs will be the lowest when all inputs
consist of natural resources. Intermediate goods will have a higher technology content compared to natural
resources due to the fact that they are already the outputs of another transformation facility.
The relation between TCA, TCC and the output may be expressed by the following equation:
TCA = p. TCC VA equation 15
VA refers to the monetary value of value added and p. refers to the technology elimate factor under which
the particular transformation activity is operating.
In a very broad sense it may be said that from a technologkal viewpoint, a firm producing a unit of VA
with a higher TCC has greater technologkal capability than one producing a unit of VA with a lower TCC.
It may also be said that if two firms are at the same TCC level, the firm that produces a larger VA has
higher technologkal capabilities than one that produces a lower output.
The technology elimate factor p. which has been referred to as one of the elements defining the functioning
of a transformation facility, is postulated as having a value less than or equal to one. If the value of the
elimate factor is close to one, then it may be deducted that the transformation facility is operating in a very
supportive technology climate.
This TCA computation has important implications from technology planners point of view. lt points out for
instanee that, even if a firm produces a large VA with low TCC, the overall TCA will be low. The TCA of
a firm with a high VA but a low TCC may be exceeded by a firm with a medium VA but a high TCC.
Thus, one of the objectives of a technology planning exercise pertaining to transformation facilities, is not to
explore ways and means of increasing, not only VA, but also the TCC. The Technology Content Allalysis
will be of use in such situations.
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Appendix IX

Classification of degrees of sophistication

The following tables show a possible classification for the increasing degrees of sophistication for the
components of technology: Technoware, Humanware, Infoware and Orgaware.

Table IX. I: Degrees of sophistication of Technoware (source: United Nations ES CAP, 1989).
Broad classification in
increasing order of
sophistication

Characteristics

Manual facilities

Description:
Examples:

Manual efforts and manual control of operations
lnclude the use of hands in manual packaging and also hand tools which are oon-powered (e.g. screw driver)

Powered facilities

Description:
Examples:

Mechanical power is added to supplement body strength. Control of operations is carried out entirely by the
operator
Include powered hand tools such as the portable drill

General purpose
facilities

Description:
Examples:

Machine performs generic operation and the control of operations is carried out entirely by the operator
Include machine such as lathes. milling machines and other general purpose machine tools

Special purpose facilities

Description:
Examples:

Machine performs specialized operations and control of operations is carried out entirely by the operator
Inchlde machine tools such as textile power !ooms

Automatic facilities

Description:

Machine performs a sequence of actions without human attention. The sequence and completion of the
operatiom are controlled toa very low degree by the operator. Howevor. the machine is oot self correcting aud
any correctivo action has to be initialed by the operator
lnclude machine tools such as automotivo transfer machine tools

Examples

Computerized facilities

Description:

Examples:

Integrated facilities

Description:
Examples

Computer controls enable the machines to:
-change speed, position and direction according to measurement signal;
- identify an select appropriate set of actions;
- correct performance after operating;
- analyze environrnental requirements and adjust to achievo desired performance
prior to operating.
Very little direct human involvement in the operations
lnclude Computer Numerical Control (CNC), Direct Numerical Control (DNC) and Computer Aided
Manufacturing (CAM) facilities
Operations of entire plant are integrated through the use of computerized facilities. Almost no direct human
involvement in the operations
lnclude completely robotized plants
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Table IX.2: Degrees of sophistication of Humanware (source: United Nations ESCAP, 1989).
Characteristics

Broad classification in
increasing order of
sophistication
Operating abilities

Type of werk:
Type of decision:
Physical effort:
Mental effon:
Education:
Training:
Categories:

Slandard
Routine
Low, medium, high
Very low
Secondary level and below
Basic elementary
Unskilled and semi-skilied workers

Setting-up abilities

Type of werk:
Type of decision:
Physical effon:
Mental effon:
Education:
Training:
Categories:

Slandard
Routine
Low, medium
Low
Secondary level and below
Shon term
skilied workers and technicians

Repairing abilities

Type of work:
Type of decision:
Physical effort:
Mental effon:
Education:
Training:
Categories:

Panly non-standard
Panly routine
Low, medium
Medium
Vocational and/or tertiary education
Technicians, scientists and engineers

Reproducing abilities

Type of werk:
Type of decision:
Physical effon:
Mental effon:
Education:
Training:
Categories:

Generally non-standard
Mostly non-routine
Low to medium
Medium, high
Teniary education
Medium term
Technicians, scientists and engineers

Adapting abilities

Type of work:
Type of decision:
Physical effon:
Mental effon:
Education:
Training:
Categories:

Non-slandard
Non-routine
Low
High
Teniary education and higber
High
Technicians, scientists and engineers

Improving abilities

Type of work:
Type of decision:
Physical effon:
Mental effon:
Education:
Training:
Categories:

Non-slandard
Non-routine
Low
Very high
Teniary education and higher
High
Technicians, scientists and engineers

Innovating abilities

Type of werk:
Type of decision:
Physical effon:
Mental effon:
Education:
Training:
Categories:

Non-standard
Non·routine
Low
Extremely high
Teniary education and higher
Extremely high
Techniciam, scientists and engineers

Short to medium term
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Table IX.3: Degrees of sophistication of Infoware (source: Unired Nations ESCAP, /989).
Characteristics

Broad classification in
increasing order of
sophistication
Familiarizing facts

Description:

Examples:

Descrihing facts

Description:
Examples:

Information which creates awareness of facilities of interest
lnclude pictures, models and brochures containing basic descriptions
Information which enables the uoderstaoding of basic principles behiod the usage of and the mode of operations
of interest
lnclude equipmem and process description

Specifying facts

Description:
Examples:

Information which enables the selection and instal lation of filcilities of imerest
Include equipmem specifications, layouts, flowcharts, raw material specifications, engineering sketches,
engineering blueprims, fabrication details, piping diagrams, painting specifications, insulation specifications,
electrical circuit diagrams aod specifications, instrumentation details

Utilizing facts

Description:
Examples:

Information which enables facilities to be utilized effectively
Include standard operating procedures, equipment set-up details, safety instructions, quality assurance
procedures, maintenance procedures, failure detection and trouble shooting checklists, process control manuals
aod procedures, cost accounting manuals and procedures

Comprehending facts

Description:

Information which enables in depth knowledge aod uoderstanding regarding the design and operation of
filcilities
Include process details, designs including specifications, production management techniques

Examples

Generalizing facts

Description:
Examples:

Information which enables improvements to be carried out on design and usage of facilities
Include product development and process impravement information generated through reverse engineering and
indigenous R&D

Assessing facts

Description:
Examples

State-of-the-art information with respect to filcilities being used for a specific purpose
Include comprehensive information on latest developments on the design. improvements. performance and
usage of facilities
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Table IX.4: Degrees of sophistication of Orgaware (source: United Nations ESCAP, 1989).
Broad classification
in increasing order
of sophistication
Striving framework

Characteristics

Description:
Market:

Production:
Workforce:
Finance:
Profitability:

Tie-up framework

Description:

Market:
Production:
Workforce:
Finance:
Profitability:

Venturing
framework

Description:

Market:
Product ion:
Workforce:
Finance:
Profitability:

Proteering
framework

Description:
Market:
Production:
Workforce:
Finance:

Small firms, usually owner managed, with low capita! investment and employing sntall Iabour forces
Product characteristics are such that a market exist for widely varying quality. Usually these firms rely heavily on middleman
for marketing
Use easily available facilities not proteeled by patents. Production schedules are usually very erratic doe tothefact that the
firms have very linie control over the supply and pricing of outputs
Owner managed and most of the workers have very low level of skilis
Use own capital or obtain it from informal sourees
Very low to low
Firms (striving framework) which have proved !heir capahility in rnastoring the use of facilities tend to hecome sub-<:Ontractors
to big organizations. While this provides seeurity in short term, !heir fortones hecome tied up to that of big organizations
Guaranteed markets in the shon term doe to tie-up
Rigid production schedules. Opportunities available for upgrading facilities with the assistance of big the organization
Owner managed and most workers have low level of skills. Doe totheneed for meeting production targets without fail,
management practices tend to hecome more formalized
Use own capita! and doe to tie-up, ahle to obtain a fair amount of soppon from financial institutions
Although there is a guaranteed market, doe to transfer pricing practices, the firm may not get adequate profits. Profitability can
be increased by reducing costs
Some firms which have gathered adequate expenise and contideuce during the tie-up phase may deeide to venture out on !heir
own and market the product independently. Th is may be more likely in the case of produelS with a long product life cycle
Product with a fairly stabie and increasing demand. Great emphasis on marketing strategies
Predictabie production schedules
Low level of skill but higher than tie-up framework. Owner managed with more formalized management practices. Professional
managers may also be reeruiled in seleeled areas (eg. marketing)
Own capita! and cautious soppon from fonnal financial institutions
Low to medium

Basedon the experience and reputation gained during the venturing framework phase, the firms may identify other produelS
and new markets and decide to produce and market these using !heir already well established channels
Existing produelS in old and new markets. New produelS in old and perhaps new markets as well
Emphasis is on improving quality and increasing production efficiency. Use improved and specialized facilities usually obtained
through foreign collaboration
Ownership may be broadhased (two or more active panners)
lncreased soppon may be forthcoming from financial institutions doe to availability of more capita! assets offered as collateral
Medium, but may improve to higber levels with time

Protitability:

Stabilizing
framework

Description:
Market:
Production:
Workforce:
Finance:
Profitability:

Prospecting
framework

Leading framework

Description:

Market:
Production:
Workforce:
Finance:
Protitability:
Description:

Market:
Production:
Workforce:
Finance:
Profitability:

Firms which operaled within a protecting framework may tend to stabilize !heir competitive posture by increasing their market
share and also by continuously upgrading the quality and variety of !heir outputs
More aggressive and creative marketing of the produelS in old and new markets
Continuous upgrading of facilities and great emphasis on value engineering, and indigenous designs. Very strict control of
productions schedules
Ownership more broadhased
Easy access to funds from financial institutions
Medium to high

Firms which are fast reaching !heir potential within a stahilizing framework tend to build up on !heir successes by continuously
lonking for new market opportunities and by experimenting with new responses to environmental trends
Very high market orientation. May act as international transferor of technology
Frequent production modifications and improvements. Tendency to use advanced facilities
High level of skilis used; Professional managers in charge; innovative and strategie thinking
Easy access to capita! from national as well as international financial institutions
High. Much of the profit may also be ploughed back into R&D
Some firms in the prospecting framework may hecome world leaders in specialized fields and end up handling the frontiersof
technology
Market leaders and are prepared to meet the market needs of the future as well
Highly sophisticated facilities and are prepared to transfer technology even trough direct investment. Very high level of inhouse R&D with emphasis on basic research
Broadbased ownership; Very high level of skills; Completely managed by top professionals
Very easy access to finance from national and international institutions
Very high
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Appendix X Criteria for state-of-the-art assessment

The following tables the present genetic criteria that may be used to guide the selection of specific measures
to assess the state-of-the-art of the four components of technology. These criteria have been developed based
on firm-level studies that have looked at firm-level performance and operations from multiple perspectives.

Table X.l: Criteriator the state-of-the-art assessment of Technoware (source: United Nations ESCAP, 1989).

Description

Criterium
Scope (of operations)

The complexity of the operations as evaluated by aspects such as output
rates, product mix, variety of the material inputs, operating
temperatures and pressures

Precision (required)

Ratio of variation allowed in specifications with respect to dimensions,
material attributes, process parameters, component attributes and
operating environment

Handling (required)

Physical attributes (state, flowability, unit size, geometrie configuration,
abrasiveness, corrosiveness, durability) of the material to be handled
Movement required (route, path, metbod of imparting motion,
periodicity speeds) with respect to the materials being handled

Control (the extent)

The degree and difficulty of exercising control with respect to
environmental regulations, safety regulations, standardization levels,
quality monitoring, process monitoring
~

Merit (of Technoware)

Inventive merit
Embodiment merit
Operational merit
Market merit

The term inventive merit as used in this table applies to Technoware when a significant inventive concept,
through a combination of scientific principles, relieves or avoids major constraints inherent in the previous
generation of Technoware. Embodiment merit refers to the enhance value of the physical form given to an
inventive concept. Operational merit from the point of view of Technoware could be said to refer to
reliability of operations, ease of maintenance, simpler peripheral support required etc. Finally market merit
could be said to refer to the characteristics of the output (produced by the Technoware) such as consistency
of quality, durability etc.
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Table X.2: Criteria for the state-of-the-art assessment of Humanware (source: United Nations ESCAP, 1989).
Description

Criterium
Creativity (potential)

The creative powersof the Humanware as evaluated by aspects such as
intelligence, imagination and intuition

Achievement (orientation)

The desire to achieve as evaluated by aspects such as success
orientation, courage, competitiveness and dynamism

Aftïliation (orientation)

The ability to work together as evaluated by aspects such as team spirit,
respect for merit, social awareness and appreciation of the dignity of
Iabour

Efficiency (orientation)

The desire to be efficient as evaluated by aspects such as willingness to
work hard, productivity, consciousness and the willingness to accept
responsibility

Risk hearing (capacity)

The propensity to take risks as measured by aspects such as the
willingness to experiment, receptivity to change, and the ability to take
the initiative

Time integrity (orientation)

Respect for time and the tendency to treat it as a valuable resource as
evident from aspects such as time based target orientation, and a future
orientation

Table X.3: Criteriator the state-af-the-art assessment of Infoware (source: United Nations ESCAP, 1989).
Description

Criterium
Retrievability (ease of)

The ease of information retrieval as evaluated by the method of
information storage and its reeall and use

Linkages (number of)

The number of linkages which the information system has with respect
to ensure its validity with time

Updation (possibility of)

The possibility of updating the information in order to ensure its
validity with time

Communicability (ease of)

The ease with which the information can be communicated as evaluated
by the modes of communication used
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Table X.4: Criteria for the state-of-the-art assessment of Orgaware (source: United Nations ESCAP, 1989).

Description

Criterium
Leadership (to motivate)

The ability of the organization to motivate its employees through
effective leadership as evident from aspects such as organizational
objectives and visibility of top management

Autonomy (to work)

The degree of autonomy given to employees as evaluated by aspects
such as active delegation, informal working systems and efforts to
promote intrapreneurship

Direction (sense of)

The extent to which the organization as a whole is given a sense of
direction as measured by the timeliness of performance feedback, close
attention to planning, strategie thinking and prudent performance control

Involvement (extent of)

The extent to which employees are involved in the functioning of the
organization as evident from aspects such as pride in affiliation, good
intraorganizational communication, opportunities for development, and
genuine respect for the individual

Stakeholder (orientation)

The extent to which the organization is committed in meeting
(commitment to) the expectations of its stakeholders (customers,
shareholders, employees, suppliers, financiers, government and society
in general)

Innovation (climate for)

The innovative elimate within which the organization as measured by
aspects such as comparative performance evaluation, directed R&D,
international perspective, technology orientation and sensitivity to
changes in the business environment

Integrity (for operations)

The integrity with which the organization carries out its operations as
evident from aspects such as adherence to genuine meritocracy and
business ethics
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Appendix XI

Description and classification componentsof
technology

In the following tables a description is given of the identified items of Technoware and categones of
Humanware. Furthermore, a description is given concerning all information related aspects, so the Infoware,
and the aspects related to the organization, the Orgaware. They are then classified according to the tables
given in appendix IX. The scoring procedure foliowed will be the one that was recommended by Hutjes, see
appendix VIII. This scoring procedure has less overlap and is therefore easier to apply, according to Hutjes.

Table XI. I: Classification of items of Technoware
Item of
Technoware

Description

Classification

Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Oiling machine

The oiling machine consists of a small
conveyor that is driven by an electric
motor. Rotating brushes put the oil on
the aluminium circles. Control is
carried out entirely by the operator

Powered facility

3

5

Presses

The operation of the presses is generic.
1t can be used for many different
products. The control of these presses
is carried out entirely by the operator.
Loading and unloading is done manual

General purpose
facility

5

7

Trimming lathes

This lathe consists of an electric motor
that makes the product turn. All further
operations, which are very limited, are
entirely manual. It is therefore less
sophisticated than a turning lathe.

Powered facility

3

5

Packaging

Packaging is done entirely manual. No
machine is used, only few simple tools
(knives etc.)

Manual facility

1

3
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Table XI.2: Classijication of categones of HUlnanware
Category of
Humanware

Description

Classification

Workers

Type of work (operating presses, trimming lathes
etc.) is standard. Physical effort is medium. Mental

Operating

Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

1

3

Repairing
abilities and
some
reproducing
abilities.

5

8

Improving
abilities and
very little

11

14

8

11

abilities

effort is very low. Education is low. Training is
basic, learning how to use the machine
Supervisors

Type of work (instructing labourers, solving
production problems, controlling production
schedules) is partly non-standard. The decisions to
be made are partly non-routine. Physical effort is
very low and metal effort is medium because in case
of serious problems the management decides. Most
supervisors have medium high teehuical education.

Managers

Type of work (managing whole production, taking
decisions on purebase of new machinery, initiating
improvements on products and processes etc.) is non
standard. The type of decision is non-routine and
mental effort is very high. Education is high,
polytechuic/university.

innovating
abilities

R&D

Type of work (producing new dies and tools,

Reproducing

persounel

improving/repairing existing ones, developing new

abilities,

products) is generally non standard. Mental effort is
medium to high and physical effort is low. Some
have rather good teehuical education, others are only

adapting
abilities and
very little

skilled in using the machinery (turning lathes,
milling machines etc.).

improving
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abilities.

Table XI.3: Classijication of Infoware and Orgaware
Component of
Technology

Description on firm level

Classification

Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Infoware

The following items are not available in an
appropriate manner: equipment set-up details,
safety instructions, product specifications, quality
assurance procedures, maintenance procedures,
failure detection and trouble shooting checklists
and process control manuals. Furthermore,
specifications like flowcharts, equipment
specifications, engineering sketches, fabrication
details are not available, difficult to retrieve or
outdated. In depth information of any sort is not
available

Descrihing
facts and little
specifying
facts

3

6

Orgaware

During a period of monopoly the firm bas learned
how to operate its facilities. However, efficient
production, innovation, quality was not learned
very well due to the lack of competition. The
market for the products (sufurias) is fairly stabie
but competition is rising. Emphasis is now on
production efficiency and product quality is getting
more attention. Profitability is low but may
improve to higher levels with time.

Venturing
framework
striving for a
protecting
framework

5

8
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Appendix XII

State-of-the-Art rating componentsof
technology

The state-of-the-art of the four components of technology is now assessed using the generic criteria presented
in the Framework, see appendix X for the details. The score per criterium is always between 0 and 10. A
score of 10 means that for that particular criterium the subjects, for instanee a press, is state-of-the-art. In
case of Technoware for each criteria at least an operationalization of the lowest permissabie and the highest
specification is given. The data is obtained mainly through observation. Furthermore, measurements on
products and interviews with employees have contributed to the information needed.

State-of-the-art of Technoware
The following tables present the state-of-the-art assessment for the four identified items of Technoware:
oiling machine, presses, trimming lathes and packaging. The generic criteria, as recommended by the
Framework, were used if relevant data could be obtained. All weightages of the different criteria are putto
1 because at this stageit is very difficult to say what criterium is more important than others.

Table XII. I: State-of-the-art assessment of oiling machine
Observations

Criteria

Score

Scope of operations
Variety of material inputs:
- Only one type/size: 0 pts.
- Independent of type or size: 10 pts.

Only sheet material with
different sizes

2

Manual loading and
unloading

0

No process monitoring
required

0

HamDing required
Loading and unloading of material:
- Manual: 0 pts.
- Mechanized: 5 pts.
- Automatic: 10 pts
Extend of control
Degree and difficulty of exercising control with respect to:
Process monitoring:
Process is uncomplicated and no process monitoring is required:
0 pts.
- Process is complex and monitoring of process demands profound
knowledge of the responsible employee(s): 10 pts.

-

State-of-the-art rating oiling machine: ST 1

= 1110 * (2+0+0)/3 = 0.07
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Table Xl/.2: State-of-the-art assessment of presses
Criteria

Observations

Score

Scope of operations
Product mix:
- Only one type of product: 0 pts.
- More than 20 different products: 10 pts.

Three different products
for press operations at
this moment (2 pts)

Variety of the material inputs:
Only one type of material with one standard size: 0 pts.
Many types of material with many different sizes: 10 pts.

Only aluminium circles
in a wide variety of
dimensions (3 pts)

-

5/2

=
2.5

Precision required
Varlation (biggest measurement minus smallest measurement) of height:
- Range bigger than 1 mm: 0 pts.
- Range smaller than 0.1 mm: 10 pts.

Range of height is more
than 1 mm

0

Manual loading and
unloading

0

Handling required
Loading and unloading of material:
Manual: 0 pts.
Mechanized: 5 pts.
Automatic: 10 pts.

-

Extent of control
Degree and difficulty of exercising control with respect to
4/4

Safety regulations:
- No safety regulations have to be obeyed: 0 pts.
- Safety regulations have high priority within organization: 10 pts.

Safety measures are
partly neglected and
have low priority (2 pts)

Standardization levels:
No standards available that have to be obeyed: 0 pts.
High level of standardization required by customers: 10 pts.

For most products no
standards available
(0 pts)

Quality monitoring:
No product quality control system required, only quality control of
fmished products (samples): 0 pts.
- lntegrated quality system (e.g. ISO 9000) available: 10 pts.

Only quality control of
some samples (0 pts).

Process monitoring:
Process is uncomplicated and no process monitoring is required:
0 pts.
- Process is complex and monitoring of process demands profound
knowledge of the responsible employee(s): 10 pts.

Process monitoring
requires little skilis from
operator (2 pts).

-

-

State-of-the-art rating presses: ST2

= 1110 * (2.5+0+0+ 1)/4 = 0.09
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=
1

Table XJ/.3: State-of-the-arl assessment of trimming lathes
Criteria

Observation

Score

Scope of operations
Variety of the inputs:
Only one type of product with one standard size: 0 pts.
Many types of products with many different sizes: 10 pts.

-

Only three types of
products with a variety
of sizes are trimmed

2

Range of diameter
flange is much more
than 1 mm

0

Manual

0

Monitoring of process
dernands a low skilied
labourer

1

Precision required
Variation (biggest measurement minus smallest measurement) of diameter:
Range bigger than 1 mm: 0 pts.
Range smaller than 0.1 mm: 10 pts.

-

HamDing required
Loading and unloading of rnaterial:
Manual: 0 pts.
Mechanized: 5 pts.
Automatic: 10 pts.

-

Extend of control
Degree and difficulty of exercising control with respect to:
Process monitoring:
- Process is uncomplicated and no process monitoring is required:
0 pts.
- Monitoring of process demands high skilis of the responsible
employee(s): 10 pts.

State-of-the-art rating trimming lathes: ST3

= 1110 * (2+0+0+ 1)/4 = 0.08

Table Xl/.4: State-of-the-arl assessment of packaging
Observations

Criteria

Score

Scope of operations
Variety of the inputs:
- Only one type of product with one size: 0 pts.
- Many different products with many different sizes: 10 pts.

Only one type of
product is packaged

0

Manual

0

Hanclling required
Loading and unloading of rnaterial:
- Manual: 0 pts.
- Mechanized: 5 pts.
- Automatic: 10 pts.
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Extent of control
Degree and difficulty of exercising control with respect to
Process monitoring:
Process is uncomplicated and no process monitoring is required:
0 pts.
- Process is complex and monitoring of process demands profound
knowledge of the responsible employee(s): 10 pts.

-

State-of-the-art rating packaging: ST4

Process monitoring
requires very little skilis

1

= 1110 * (0+0+ 1)/3 = 0.03

State of-the-art assessment of Homaoware
The following table presents the state-of-the-art assessment for the four identified categoriesof Humanware.
However, the operationalization of the generic criteria that are suggested by the Framework is much more
difficult compared to those of Technoware. Therefore, per category only one criteria is operationalized.

Table Xl/.5: State-of-the-art assessment of Humanware

Criteria

Observations

Efficiency orientation of Workers

Under normal tircumstances the production
target is never reached. The management
blames the workers for not working hard
enough. A bonus of 30 percent extra salary
was promised if the workers would reach the
target in a certain month (April '94). The
target was put even higher compared to
normal conditions (40 instead od 35 tons).
The output in this month was 75% higher.
This case showed that there exists willingness
to work hard, only an incentive is needed.

Willingness to work hard:
- No willingness to work hard, even with incentives: 0 pts.
- Willingness to work hard when incentives are promised: 5 pts.
- Willingness to work hard, even without incentives: 10 pts.

Efficiency orientation of supervisors

The target for the months March and April
1994 was 35 respectively 40 tons of output.
In March the target was attained at 60% and
in April at 88%. See figure 2.1 for more
details of the output of those two months. On
average this means 74% (5 pts).

Effective capacity utilization:
Target is attained at less than 50% : 0 pts.
Target is attained at 75%: 5 pts.
Target is attained at 100%: 10 pts.

-

Risk bearing capacity of managers
Receptivity to change:
No changes in production process, product range or product
design are initiated by managers: 0 pts.
- Changes are initiated only when the need to change is high
and the results of the change will be good without any doubt:
5 pts.
- There is a continuous drive by managers to initiate changes in
the production process etc. but also within the organization,
for instanee changes of employees: 10 pts.

-
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Since the coming of the new works manager
a series of changes have been initiated:
investigations for impravement of product
range and implementing them in the
production process, repair of the washing
line, improving lay-out of kettie assembly.
Most of the changes are not without any
risks.

Score

5

5

10

Creativity potential of R&D personnel

Observed are three products, namely: dies,
spare parts, clip for frying-pan. The three
questions will be answered for each product.

1 Is the product correct?
No, product cannot be used: 0 pts.
Yes, product suits all demands: 10 pts.

-

30/9

=
Dies
1
They were correct, they could be used
in the production process (10 pts).
2
They were not novel, many similar dies
already exist (0 pts).
The technic of manufacturing dies was
3
clear and done before (0 pts).

2 Is the product novel?
- No, similar products have been made before: 0 pts.
- A bit, some features of the product are novel: 5 pts.
- Yes, the product bas never been made before: 10 pts.
3 Is the task heuristic?
No, the path to the solution is clear and straightforward: 0
pts.
- A bit, the path to the solution is not completely clear: 5 pts.
- Yes, the task bas never been done before: 10 pts.

-

3.3

Spareparts
1
They were correct, they could substitute
the original parts (10 pts).
Most spare parts were manufactured for
2
the first time (5 pts).
The technic to be used were clear
3
(0 pts).
Fastening clip
1
The design21 could not be used (0 pts).
2
Clips had been made before, this one
was a bit different (5 pts).
The way the task was carried out was
3
straightforward while a different
approach was needed (0 pts).

State-of-the-art rating:
Workers:
SH 1

= 1110 * 5 = 0.50
* 5 = 0.50
* 10 = 1.00
* 3.3 = 0.33

Supervisors:
SH2 = 1110
Managers:
SH3 = 1110
R&D personnel: SH4 = 1110

State-of-the-art assessment of Infoware
The following table presents the state-of-the-art assessment of Infoware, measured at the firm level. Three
criteria have been operationalized.

21

The design that is mentioned bere is the design that did notfit the first time, see paragraph 3.2.1. The new design that
did fit is influenced by the researcher and is therefore not a valid observation.
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Table XI/.6: State-of-the-Art Assessment of Infoware at the firm level

Criteria

Observations

Ease of retrievability

Most information
(specifications, process data
etc.) is handwntten and stored
in archives tbat are not well
maintained. Computers are
available but are not used for
data storage.

Metbod of information storage:
Wormation ( handwntten and typed) stored in books and papers and
put in archive: 0 pts.
- Some information tbat is often needed is stored in computers, otber
information is stored in books etc.: 5 pts.
- All information is stored in central computer system and can be
retrieved from different terminals: 10 pts.

-

Number of linkages
The number of linkages tbe information system22 bas:
- The information system bas only one linkage (one person connected
to it), tbis linkage is responsible for validity in time: 0 pts.
- The information system bas few Iinkages (people connected to it)
who ensure validity witb time: 5 pts.
- All, or many people witbin and outside tbe organization are linked
witb tbe information system: 10 pts.
Possibility of updating

-

The information is stored in such a way (not properly stored
documents etc.) that updating becomes a difficult task. Furthermore,
no procedures exist tbat demand regularly updating: 0 pts.
Updating of information can be done quite easily but no real
procedures exist: 5 pts.
The information is stored in such a way (for instanee in computer)
tbat updating can be done quickly. Furthermore, tbere exist
procedures tbat demand regularly updating of important information:
10 pts.

State-of-the-artratingoflnfoware: SI= 1110

* (0+1+2)/3

For much information tbe works
manager takes tbe responsibility
of putting it in tbe information
system. Little information is
coming from otber employees.

If information is available
(process data, product
specifications) at one time, tbis
information is used for a long
time. This information gets
often inaccurate because no
updating bas been done.
Updating is possible (tbough not
very easily) but tbe procedures
to do so do not exist.

Score

0

1

2

= 0.10

State-of-the-art of Orgaware
The following table presents the state-of-the-art assessment of Orgaware, measured at the firm level. Three
criteria have been operationalized.

22

According to Bots and Jansen (1989) an information system is tbe whole of men, machines (computers) and activities,
aimed at tbe gatbering and processing of data to provide in tbe information needs of people inside and outside tbe
organization.
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Table XII. 7: State-of-the-Art Assessment of Orgaware at the firm level

Criteria

Observations

Leadership to motivate

The following is observed:
Machinery is old (on average
30 years) and ergonornies has
never been improved (0 pts).
- Facilities to ensure safety for
presses are neglected (0 pts).
- No company transportation for
employees (0 pts).
- No canteen available at this
moment (0 pts).
Many electric lights are
broken, some places are quite
dark (0 pts).
- Much noise from polishing
machines, no measures are
taken to reduce it (0 pts).
- There are enough breaks, no
complaints from employees
(1.25 pts).

Score

-

Organizational efforts to improve working conditions (1.25 points per
item):
- Ergonornies of working behind machines.
- Safety measures for operating machines.
- Transport facilities for employees.
Sanitary facilities for employees.
- Canteen for employees.
- Sufficient light.
- Reduction of machine noise/sound
- Sufficient breaks

Autonomy to work
Active delegation and efforts to promote intrapreneurship:
- No delegation of workor assignments. All employees directly
consult management in case of decisions: 0 pts.
- Small assignments are executed by employees or a group of
employees and they have their own responsibility in this performing
this task: 5 pts.
- Important tasks (projects) are carried out by employees and
responsibilities !ie with assigned employees. Intrapreneurship is
promoted in this way: 10 pts.

R&D expenditure as percentage of sales:
0%: 0 pts.
2.5%: 10 pts.

-

23

0

(0+5)/2
=

2.5

Technology orientation:
- No efforts to improve or modernize production: 0 pts.
- Efforts are put in improvement of production process: 5 pts.
- There is a consistent programme to modernize the production: 10
pts.

State-of-the-art rating of Orgaware: SO

Every decision conceming money
(for instanee purchasing items) or
technology (for instanee product
designs) involves the works
manager. Little responsibility is
given to employees (0 pts).

At this moment R&D gets no
attention what money is concemed23 •
There is no structural expenditure
for R&D (0 pts).

Climate for innovation

1.25

Efforts are now made to improve
the production process. However
these improvements involve no
investments in new equipment, so
one cannot speak of modernization
(5 pts).

= 1110 * (1.25+0+2.5)/3 = 0.13

This observations seems Contradietory to the fact that there is an R&D department The reason is that the so-called
R&D department does not actually perform R&D activities. The actlvities that are performed can be described as
'constructing' or 'engineering'.
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Appendix XIII The need for performance indicators for
evaluating technological progress

Today, the economie importance of technological change is widely acknowledged. However, according to
Rosenberg 1, economist have long treated technological phenomena as events transpiring inside a black box.
They have ofcourse recognized that these events have significant economie consequences, and they have in
fact devoted considerable effort and ingenuity to tracing, and even measuring, some of these consequences.
Nevertheless, the economie profession has adhered rather strictly toa self-imposed ordinance not to inquire
too seriously into what transpires inside that black box.
Furthermore, Rosenberg says that the great bulk of the writing by economists on the subject of technica!
change threats the phenomenon as if it were solely cost-reducing in nature, that is, if one cou1d exhaust
everything significanee about technica! change in terms of increases in output per unit of input that flow
from it. Technica! progress is typically treated as the introduetion of new processes that reduce the cost of
producing an essentially unchanged product. Perhaps the main reason for the popularity of this approach are
these: It is a useful simplification that makes it possible to analyze a wide range of problems with a
relatively simple analytica! apparatus, and it allows a quantitative approach to innumerable interesting
economie questions. At the same time, however, to ignore product innovation and qualitative improvements
in products is to ignore what may very well have been the most important longterm contribution of
technological progress to human welfare.
According to the Technology Atlas Team, evaluation of the technological transformation activities of a
production system are usually based on two popular approaches. The first approach is basedon the concept
of substitutability of labour and capita! and attempts to evaluate technological aspects based on surrogate
measures invalving those two factors of production. The second approach deals with the computation of the
economie value added at a transformation facility and attempts to draw conclusions regarding technological
characteristics of the firm by using a series of value added based ratios.
The Technology Atlas Team concludes that while measures based on capita! and labour inputs and economie
value added have a useful role to play in evaluating the performance of transformation facilities at the firm
(micro), industry (meso) and sectoral/national (macro) levels, they have two major drawbacks. Firstly their
analytica! framework requires the use of monetary values. Due to market imperfections and government
policies, it may be necessary to replace market prices by shadow prices when monetary evaluations are
carried out. However, this may be difficult to implement since the use of shadow pricing requires a great
deal of information and a rigorous analysis may warrant an economic-wide computation of consistent shadow
prices. Furthermore, the costs involved in operationalizing these methodologies may be formidable.
Secondly, these approaches consicter technological aspects only implicitly. The Technology Atlas Team
therefore, has developed the Technology Content Assessment methodology that focuses explicitly on
technological aspects of a transformation facility. This methodology classifies its components into degrees of
sophistication and attempts to assess the position of the components versus the state-of-the-art.
However, the fact that monetary values are not enough for evaluating the performance of companies, has led

Rosenberg, N., Inside the Black Box: Technology and Economics, Cambridge University Press, 1982.
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recently to the development of new productivity indicators that look to the technica! relationship. According
to Kendrick2, it is necessary to deal with the "physical volumes" of outputs and inputs. 1t is fundamental in
productivity measurement to disentangle the price and quantity component of values, in order to see what
has happened to the physical requirements for each and all the input items relative to each other and to the
physical volume of output.
According to Smith3, "Productivity" is not just the measurement of hourly workers' unit production as has
been the case in the past. Productive workis the aggregate, efficient use of all resources, including
knowledge and creativity of management and professional personnel. Furthermore, Thor' says that: Though
productivity is thought of correctly as the relationship between the physical input(s) and output(s) of a
defined process, it has come to include many other elementsof operating performance such as quality
(scrap, yield, rejects), process cycle time, equipment utilization, and even innovation. It can even be said
that productivity, quality and effectiveness are alllabels for the same concept.
While the history of productivity measurement goesback as far as 1890S (United States), productivity
measurement is still developing to better meet the needs of those who want to use the data. The increased
globalization of industries with emphasis on competitiveness has now led to better and more comprehensive
measures of productivity. At this moment measures are developed that do not depend solely on monetary
values, but look at the technica! relationship of inputs and outputs. In that view, the assumptions of the
Technology Atlas Team are outdated.

2

Kendrick, J.W., Productivity- Why It Matters-How It's Measured, Handbookfor Productivity Measurement and
lmprovement, e.G. Thor (ed.), Portland, 1993.

3

Smitb, F.W., Quality=Productivity: A New Management Paradigm, Handbookfor Productivity Measurement and
Improvement, Portland, 1993.

4

Thor, e.G., The Family of Measures Metbod for Improving Organizational Performance, Handbookfor Productivity
Measurement and lmprovement, Portland, 1993.

5

The first productivity studies of the Bureau of Labour Stalistics (BLS) in the 1890s arose out of a concern on the part
of the eongress over the displacement of Iabour by machinery.
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